
     

FINANCE COMMITTEE
6/26/2013

304 E Grand River, Board Chambers, Howell, Michigan 48843
7:30 AM

 

AGENDA
 

1.   CALL MEETING TO ORDER
2.   ROLL CALL
3.

 
APPROVAL OF MINUTES
          Minutes Dated:  June 12, 2013

4.   TABLED ITEMS FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS
5.   APPROVAL OF AGENDA
6.

 
REPORTS
          Project Vision Update
          Financial Update - GFOA Conference

7.   CALL TO THE PUBLIC
8.   RESOLUTIONS FOR CONSIDERATION

09
 

Administration 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING RENEWAL WITH MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL 
RISK MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY - County Administration

10

 

Community Corrections 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING SUBMISSION OF THE 2014 LIVINGSTON 
COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS GRANT APPLICATION, 
AGREEMENT AND OTHER SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS - COMMUNITY 
CORRECTIONS

11

 

Purchasing 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING BLANKET PURCHASE ORDERS WITH 
NORTH EASTERN UNIFORM & EQUIPMENT, INC. FOR UNIFORMS AND 
UNIFORM EQUIPMENT – Sheriff’s Department / EMS / Public Safety 
Committee / Finance Committee 

12

 

Register of Deeds 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING LIVINGSTON COUNTY REGISTER OF 
DEEDS TO ENTER INTO A REPLICATION SOFTWARE LICENSE 
AGREEMENT WITH FIDLAR TECHNOLOGIES / REGISTER OF DEEDS -
FINANCE - FULL BOARD

13 Central Dispatch 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING OUT-OF-STATE TRAVEL AND TRAINING 
FOR THREE (3) COUNTY EMPLOYEES AT THE 2013 SUNGARD PUBLIC 



 

SAFETY & JUSTICE CONFERENCE IN NORTH CAROLINA – SHERIFF 
DEPARTMENT, 9-1-1 CENTRAL DISPATCH/EMERGENCY 
MANAGEMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE & DEVELOPMENT AND PUBLIC 
SAFETY COMMITTEE, FINANCE COMMITTEE, BOARD OF 
COMMISSIONS

14

 

Sheriff 
RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE 2013 MARINE SAFETY PROGRAM 
GRANT WITH THE STATE OF MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL 
RESOURCES GRANTS, CONTRACTS AND CUSTOMER SYSTEMS -
SHERIFF DEPARTMENT

15
 

Sheriff 
BUDGET AMENDMENT FOR INCREASING THE 2013 APPROVED 
BUDGET FOR THE SHERIFF DEPARTMENT'S (2) TRAINING FUNDS

16
 

Sheriff 
FILLING OF (1) FULL TIME CORRECTIONS SERGEANT POSITION

17
 

Sheriff 
FILLING OF (1) PART TIME CORRECTIONS OFFICER FOR THE INMATE 
WORK PROGRAM

18

 

District Court 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FILLING OF TWO FULL TIME DEPUTY 
COURT CLERK POSITIONS IN THE 53RD DISTRICT COURT 
DEPARTMENT, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FILLING OF TWO PART-TIME 
DEPUTY COURT CLERK POSITIONS 

19
 

District Court 
RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FILLING OF THREE (3) FULL TIME LAW 
CLERK POSITIONS IN THE 53RD DISTRICT COURT.

20.
 

MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS
          Claims and Payables

21.   COMPUTER PRINTOUT (attached)
22.

 
CLOSED SESSION
          Legal Opinion - McCririe

23.   ADJOURNMENT
 
 



MEETING MINUTES 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY

JUNE 12, 2013 - 7:30 A.M.

911 – CENTRAL DISPATCH, EOC TRAINING ROOM

300 S. Highlander Way, Howell, MI 48843

FINANCE COMMITTEE
�  

COMM. DENNIS DOLAN - FINANCE CHAIR

�  
COMM. DAVID DOMAS

�  
COMM. DONALD PARKER

�  
COMM. CAROL GRIFFITH

�  
COMM. KATE LAWRENCE

�  
COMM. GARY CHILDS

�  
COMM. WILLIAM GREEN

�  
COMM. RON VAN HOUTEN

�  
COMM. STEVE WILLIAMS

OTHERS:

TED WESTMEIER
CINDY CATANACH
DON ARBIC
SUSAN BENNETT
MARGARET DUNLEAVY

KEVIN WILKINSON
JEFF BOYD
JENNIFER PALMBOS
LISA BETH HARVEY
RICH MALEWICZ

CHRIS FOLTS
BELINDA M. PETERS
KELLI HAWORTH

1. CALL TO ORDER:  Meeting called to order by  COMM. DENNIS DOLAN at  7:35 AM.

2. ROLL CALL.  

3. APPROVAL OF MINUTES:   MINUTES OF MEETING DATED MAY 29, 2013:

MOTION  TO APPROVE THE MINUTES, AS  PRESENTED.

MOVED BY: DOMAS   /   SECONDED BY:    CHILDS

ALL IN FAVOR – MOTION PASSED

4. TABLED ITEMS FROM PREVIOUS MEETINGS: NONE.

5. APPROVAL OF AGENDA:

MOTION  TO APPROVE THE AGENDA, AS  PRESENTED.

MOVED BY:    LAWRENCE   /   SECONDED BY:    WILLIAMS

ALL IN FAVOR – MOTION PASSED

6. REPORTS:     STRATEGIC PLANNING DISCUSSION



7. CALL TO THE PUBLIC:        None.  

8. MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS

MOTION TO APPROVE THE MISCELLANEOUS CLAIMS DATED MAY 29, 2013.

MOVED BY: LAWRENCE  /   SECONDED BY: GRIFFITH

ALL IN FAVOR - MOTION PASSED

9. COMPUTER PRINTOUT

MOTION TO APPROVE THE COMPUTER PRINTOUT.

MOVED BY: GRIFFITH    /   SECONDED BY:   WILLIAMS

ALL IN FAVOR - MOTION PASSED

10. ADJOURNMENT:

MOTION  TO ADJOURN AT 11:40 AM

MOVED BY:   LAWRENCE   /   SECONDED BY:   CHILDS

ALL IN FAVOR - MOTION PASSED

Respectfully Submitted

KELLI HAWORTH

RECORDING SECRETARY



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING RENEWAL WITH MICHIGAN MUNICIPAL RISK 
MANAGEMENT AUTHORITY - COUNTY ADMINISTRATION

WHEREAS, Michigan Municipal Risk Management Authority (MMRMA) is a public entity self-insurance 
pool that provides liability and property coverage to municipal governmental entities across 
Michigan.

WHEREAS, MMRMA was born in 1980 in a marketplace that was becoming increasingly unfriendly to 
public entities. Livingston County was one of three member municipalities that founded 
MMRMA as a joint purchasing arrangement, which allowed them to secure necessary insurance 
coverage at a reasonable price.

WHEREAS, Within a few years of MMRMA's inception, commercial insurers either ceased to offer 
coverage to governmental entities or sharply increased their premiums. The mid-1980s saw a 
big boost for public entity pools: 133 members joined MMRMA in 1985; and, 1986 brought 
another 53 new members.

WHEREAS, Also in 1985, MMRMA responded to the volatility of the commercial reinsurance market by 
assuming some risk directly. This enabled MMRMA to continue offering affordable, reliable 
coverage to members. Again, this trend-setting move was decried by the commercial insurance 
industry. But again, the skepticism was unfounded. Today, most public pools nationwide 
follow MMRMA's lead and retain some risk themselves.

WHEREAS, Thirty years after its inception, MMRMA is the largest liability and property pool in Michigan 
and a recognized national leader in the field. 

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that Livingston County has been a founding member of  

Michigan Municipal Risk Management Authority (MMRMA) since 1985.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED  that MMRMA, as a public self-insurance pool providing liability 

and property coverage, is the best value for governmental entities in the state of 

Michigan.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

authorizes County Administrator, Belinda M. Peters, as Member Representative, to sign 

any and all MMRMA renewal documentation.

# # #

MOVED:

SECONDED:

CARRIED:



















MMRMA Adds Data Breach and Privacy Liability Coverage

A P U B L I C A T I O N  F O R  M M R M A  M E M B E R S J U N E 2 0 1 3

RISK JOURNALTH
E

Coverage also addresses

potential third-party claims

from individuals who allege

damages from the release of

personal information by

MMRMA members.

A committee of experts from

MMRMA’s underwriting and

claims departments has

worked closely with our rein-

surance partners to finalize

the coverage and applicable

limits. On April 18, the Board

approved the commitee’s 

recommended Data Breach

and Privacy Liability coverage

enhancements to MMRMA’s

Coverage Document. 

by Michael Rhyner

Executive Director

WE ARE PLEASED to announce

that, effective July 1, 2013,

MMRMA will add Data Breach

and Privacy Liability coverage

for all Individual and State

Pool members.

As we all rely more and more

on electronic technology, the

risk of unauthorized access 

or unintended release of

information can result in a

significant loss. The primary

exposure relates to the unau-

thorized release or breach of

confidential data, personal

information, and protected

health care information. In

addition, organizations are

subject to regulatory fines

and penalties for certain 

data breaches.

Data breach coverage typically

responds to first-party

(MMRMA member) claims for

computer software remedia-

tion, media replacement,

forensic expenses, cost of

security breach notices to

individuals whose personal

information was compro-

mised, and the cost of credit

monitoring services for those

affected. 

Data Breach and Privacy

Liability coverage will be

available to all Individual and

State Pool Members effective

July 1, 2013, currently at no

additional cost to members.

This enhancement provides 

all members with Data 

Breach and Privacy Liability

coverage of $1 million per

occurrence, subject to a

member deductible. 

The coverage includes:

Data Breach and Privacy

Liability. Third-party liability

coverage for claims resulting

from unauthorized access 

of a member’s electronic

communications system.

Data Breach Losses. First-

party coverage to address

member losses from an 

unauthorized access. 

Electronic Media Injury

Liability. Third-party liability

coverage for claims resulting

from content on the mem-

ber’s website or intranet.

Additional Breach Mitigation

Expense. First-party coverage

for an accidental compromise

of an MMRMA member’s 

private data.

This latest enhancement keeps

MMRMA’s coverage current

and consistent with the risk

management challenges con-

fronting the public sector

today. Please contact MMRMA

or your Regional Risk Manager

for more information.

MMRMA has expanded its

coverage—at no additional

cost to members—to cover

their losses and liability

expenses in the event of 

a data breach.

The direct and indirect costs of a data breach continue

to rise because most organizations are not equipped 

for the rapid response needed to stem these losses.



LIVINGSTON COUNTY ADMINISTRATION
LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN

304 E. Grand River Avenue - Suite 202 - Howell MI 48843

TEL: (517) 546-3669        BELINDA M. PETERS   
E-MAIL:  bpeters@co.livingston.mi.us COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR    

MEMORANDUM

TO: LIVINGSTON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

FROM: BELINDA M. PETERS  - COUNTY ADMINISTRATOR  

RE: MMRMA RENEWAL: JULY 1, 2013 TO JULY 1, 2014  

DATE: JUNE 18, 2013

Attached for your information and authorization is the Annual Renewal with Michigan 
Municipal Risk Management Authority (MMRMA) for the period of July 1 2013 to July 1, 2014.  

As many of you are aware Livingston County was one of three founding members of 
MMRMA in 1980 and has been a member for over thirty years.  MMRMA is a public self-
insurance pool providing liability and property coverage; they provide the best value for 
governmental entities in the state of Michigan.  The attached resolution provides additional 
background information regarding MMRMA.

Attached are two proposals:

1. ANNUAL RENEWAL MAINTAINING OUR CURRENT $75,000 SELF INSURED 
RETENTION (SIR); AND,

2. PROPOSED OPTION RENEWAL INCREASING OUR SIR TO $150,000.

It is recommended that the Board of Commissioners authorize the County’s renewal at 
our current $75,000 SIR.  The annual cost differential of $63,506 does not justify the additional 
$75,000 risk exposure per each incident.  The potential savings could be erased with the first 
incident.

A couple of the most recent benefits of belonging to MMRMA are:  

 MMRMA has been awarding Risk Avoidance Program (RAP) grants to its members 
for over 10 years, helping to fund equipment and training that can reduce loss 
exposures.  Since 2005, Livingston County has been the recipient of $100,000 of RAP 



LIVINGSTON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS June 18, 2013

MMRMA RENEWAL Page 2

grants for police staff and command training, in-car cameras, road safety initiatives, 
a Cityworks project and infant transport safety, just to name a few.

 Annually, since 2006, MMRMA’s Board of Directors has declared a distribution of 
excess net assets to current renewing MMRMA members.  In 2013 that distribution 
to Livingston County will be $121,025.  The total cumulative distribution for the 
past seven years (including 2013) to Livingston County is $1,001,762.  In essence, 
one year’s total annual contribution.

Also attached is the June 2013 MMRMA Risk Journal, the cover article “MMRMA Adds 
Data Breach and Privacy Liability Coverage” outlines this new coverage that has been added for 
all members beginning July 1, 2013.

Craig Manser, our authorized representative with IBEX Insurance Agency will be 
present at the June 26th Finance committee meeting to review our limits of coverage and 
answer any questions.

If you have any concerns or desire additional information, please feel free to contact me.

S:\WP\M - MMRMA Info\2013-2014 Renewal.doc



RESOLUTION NO: 4071

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE: June 5, 2013

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING SUBMISSION OF THE 2014 LIVINGSTON COUNTY 
COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS PA 511 GRANT APPLICATION, AGREEMENT AND 
OTHER SUPPORTING DOCUMENTS - COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS  

WHEREAS, funding has been applied for through the MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF 
CORRECTIONS (MDOC) for the purpose of providing programs and services 
that will reduce recidivism, reduce prison commitment and reduce jail bed days as 
well as providing residential treatment services; and

WHEREAS, in 2013, Livingston County was granted $197,735 for said programs and services, 
$7,790 DDJR funds and an additional unspecified as needed amount for 
residential treatment services for eligible PA511 offenders; and

WHEREAS, Livingston County is now eligible to receive funding for the period of October 1, 
2013 through September 30, 2014, and is requesting the following: 

Programs and Services $178,162
Residential Treatment Services $250.000 approximately (this is as needed)
Drunk Driver Jail Reimbursement $7,790

GRANT TOTAL  $435,952

WHEREAS, The Livingston County Community Corrections Advisory Board met to approve 
the 2014 PA511 Plan and funding June 12, 2013; and,

WHEREAS, MDOC will meet to consider approval of this funding August 15, 2013; and,

WHEREAS, this Resolution has been recommended for approval by the Finance Committee; 
and,

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners 

hereby approves the proposed FY 2014 Grant Application documents.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chair of the Livingston County Board of 

Commissioners be authorized to sign the above Application, subsequent Grant 

Agreement and any future amendments for monetary and contractual language 

adjustments upon review by Civil Counsel.

# # #
MOVED:
SECONDED:
CARRIED:
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FY 2013 Program Description  
DDJR 5-Day Housing

CCAB:    Livingston County
CCIS Code:   H20-01

Projected number of eligible DDJR offenders:  36

For OCA Use Only:
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

List projections by member county:      36

Drunk Driving Jail Reduction/Community Treatment Program:  5-Day housing is only available to those 
CCABs that still have DDJR funding available to them.  Eligibility is:

 Convicted of OUIL 3rd

 Intermediate sanction cell, or, Straddle cell with a PRV of less than 35
 You may bill for 5 days of jail housing post conviction at a rate of $43.50 per day
 5 days of housing is valued at $217.50 per offender

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS    The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits 
additional text when a drop-down option with further instructions is selected.  Some text 
entries permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Describe the program:
a. What is your DDJR/CTP maximum available for programming?     $7,790.
b. How many OUIL 3rd offenders do you project to bill for this fiscal year?     36 Offenders
c. Calculate your H20-01 budget:  

Projected OUIL 3rd   36  X   $217.50 =   7,830
d. How are OUIL 3rd offenders identified for reimbursement?     Through the judicial data 

warehouse, jail records and the AS 400 Court record keeping system.  Drug Court 
candidates are also identified as potential DDJR candidates.

e. Who determines/confirms eligibility?     Community Corrections in conjunction with the 
Circuit Court Probation Department.

f. How is CCIS data gathered/entered?     CCIS data is taken from BIR’s, judicial 
warehouse, AS400 Court records and information provided by Circuit Court Probation 
and entered into COMPAS by the Community Corrections Administrative Assistant.

g. Are eligible OUIL 3rd offenders actually assessed for treatment or other programming 
during the 5-day period?     There are times when eligible OUIL 3rd offenders may be 
actually assessed for treatment or other programming during the 5-day period but 
usually by the time of conviction, eligible offenders have already been assessed for 
treatment and other programming.  

h. What assessment instrument is used?     NEEDS assessment is used for determining 
eligibility for residential treatment and Drug Court.  COMPAS first 50 questions are 
also used for Drug Court.  COMPAS is used for eligibility for Catholic Charities 
Substance Abuse treatment.

2. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following, at a minimum:

a. Number of offenders documented as eligible and billed under DDJR 5-day housing.  
b. Number of eligible OUIL 3rd offenders actually assessed for treatment or case 
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FY 2013 Program Description  
DDJR 5-Day Housing

management within the 5-day housing period.
c. PCR for OUIL 3rd offenders
d. ADP and LOS in jail for OUIL 3rd offenders and changes if impacted by DDJR funded 

programming.
e. Subsequent CPS/RS/DDJR funded program participation by these offenders.
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Assessment Services

CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     COMPAS
Service Provider:     Community Corrections Staff
CCIS Service Type:  I22 - Assessment 
Projected number of assessments (enrollment):   150

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to enter 
text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:       Click here to enter text.
List projected enrollment by member county:      150

ASSESSMENT SERVICES - Provides for thorough assessment of offender needs:
 COMPAS or other objective, commercial risk/need assessment
 Assessment for substance abuse, mental health, or pretrial services eligibility
 Assessments provided by different service providers will require separate program description 

forms
 In the future OCA may be recommending use of the modified Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment

(author Dr. Marie VanNostrand) as a condition of pretrial funding
 Funding under assessment also includes the task of using results to develop treatment plans 

and/or recommendations for available services

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

Reduce the prison commitment rate(PCR) from 21.4% in 2012 to at or below the state rate of 20.7%; 
Reduce Group 2 PCR from 44.1 to the state rate of 31%. Reduce PV PCR of Group 2 offenders; Reduce 
the recidivism rate of Group 2 offenders in Livingston County; Reduce ADP and LOS of inmates 
sentenced after admission; Reduce ADP and LOS of incarcerated defendants.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
Target populations are PA 511 eligible non-violent felony offenders who are in jail or in the community 
and may qualify for PA 511 programming.

3. Describe the program:
a. Describe eligibility criteria, including exclusionary criteria, for an assessment:           Non-

violent felony offenders will be eligible for screening and assessment for admission 
into PA 511programs where the offenders are in the Livingston County jail or where 
they are headed for the Livingston County Jail and can be diverted by placing them in 
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Assessment Services

PA511 programming.  Also included are offenders who are in the community and have 
been sentenced and are recommended for PA 511 programming by their probation 
agents.  Excluded are violent felony offenders or misdemeanor offenders who are not 
eligible for PA511 programming.

b. What programs (PA511 and/or locally funded) require this assessment to determine 
eligibility?         Catholic Charities Substance Abuse Treatment; Moral Reconation 
Therapy (MRT; Pretrial Supervision. 

c. What assessment instrument is proposed?       COMPAS
d. Is the assessment completed during the presentence investigation period (prior to 

sentencing)?      NO      
e. How are offenders identified and/or referred for an assessment?     Offenders are 

referred by probation agents or by the sentencing judge.
f. Is this service contracted to a vendor or does local community corrections staff 

complete the assessment(s)?     Local Community Corrections Staff complete the 
COMPAS

g. Describe the training, certification process, or credentials of the person(s) doing the 
assessment(s) which qualify him/her to do them – include dates of training/certification 
and who conducted the training:     Samuel Hunter has been trained by Northpointe in 
the administration of the COMPAS Assessment.  Manager Diane Bockhausen was also 
trained in COMPAS assessment administration in December of 2010.

h. What is the cost of the instrument itself, per use?     No cost
i. How much time is anticipated to complete one assessment (not including subsequent 

development of a recommendation or plan)?     Three hours.  There is a great deal of 
time spent gaining access to inmates in the jail. Inmates comprise the largest number 
of assessments given.  In the community appointments must be made and time is 
taken scheduling and waiting. The assessment itself takes 90 minutes to complete.

j. Is the assessment completed through an interview with the offender or would the 
offender fill out a questionnaire for later scoring?      The assessment is filled out in a 
face to face interview with the offender.  

k. Is subsequent verification of information required prior to making a recommendation or 
determining eligibility?       YES The person’s BIR information is considered, the 
probation agent is contacted and the person’s criminal history and current charge are 
verified through AS400.  Any other pertinent information may be verified prior to 
making a recommendation or determining eligibility.

l. Is the recommendation written?      YES
m. How much time is it estimated to take to put all information into a recommendation?     

One hour        Explain your response.     The results of the COMPAS are reviewed by the 
assessor.  The BIR must be located and AS400 information provided by the probation 
agent and any information garnered from other extraneous sources such as family and 
friends must be considered together in making the recommendation. Information from 
all sources is put together in an e-mail and sent to the referring source.  When the 
offender has scored out for PA511 programming in Catholic Charities, the offender is 
put on the phone for a prescreeening with Catholic Charities and makes an 
appointment with the program coordinator immediately.  An admission form is 
completed by Community Corrections Staff for forwarding to Catholic Charities.  For 
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Assessment Services

Moral Reconation Therapy, the assessor considers the results of the COMPAS in 
determining eligibility. The probation agent is contacted and COMPAS results are 
reviewed with them..  Where the offender is eligible and the agent approves, the 
assessor gives the offender an MRT book, reviews the MRT program with the offender 
and explains what homework the offender needs to complete for the first class. The 
offender is given a date and time for the first class. The first 50 questions of the 
COMPAS will be used to determine eligibility for admittance into the Supervision 
program where defendants are awaiting sentencing to Drug Court.

n. Does a substance abuse assessment result in a recommended level of care per ASAM 
criteria?      Not Applicable      

o. How is the information gained from the assessment used in sentencing 
recommendations?     COMPAS information is not used in sentencing 
recommendations.     

p. How is completion of assessment documented by the service provider?      Community 
Corrections staff enter COMPAS and associated information directly into the COMPAS 
program.   

q. How is information about the number of completed assessments entered into Case 
Manager and tracked for CCIS purposes?     Each assessment is entered as a new case 
where it is listed as one of the “programs”. Each new assessment is documented with 
an enter date and completion date.

r. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:       Because 
COMPAS is used only for Catholic Charities, MRT and Pretrial Supervision, the number 
of COMPAS assessments completed is limited by the number of  enrollments into those 
three programs. Funding only permits a finite number of enrollments, therefore, when 
the finite number is reached, COMPAS assessments will halt because there will no 
longer be the ability to refer offenders to treatment.

4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track the percentage of assessments that result in placement in programming based on 
assessed risk and/or need.

5. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program as you deem appropriate.  
Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

Click here to enter text.
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Assessment Services

CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     NEEDS
Service Provider:     Community Corrections Staff
CCIS Service Type:  I22 - Assessment 
Projected number of assessments (enrollment):   150

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to enter 
text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:       Click here to enter text.
List projected enrollment by member county:      150

ASSESSMENT SERVICES - Provides for thorough assessment of offender needs:
 COMPAS or other objective, commercial risk/need assessment
 Assessment for substance abuse, mental health, or pretrial services eligibility
 Assessments provided by different service providers will require separate program description 

forms
 In the future OCA may be recommending use of the modified Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment

(author Dr. Marie VanNostrand) as a condition of pretrial funding
 Funding under assessment also includes the task of using results to develop treatment plans 

and/or recommendations for available services

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

Reduce the prison commitment rate from 21.4% in 2012 to at or below the state rate of 20.7%;  
Reduce PV PCR of Group 2 offenders;  Reduce ADP and LOS of incarcerated defendants.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
Target populations are PA 511 eligible non-violent felony offenders who are in jail or in the community 
and may qualify for PA 511 residential treatment.  Target population is also OUIL2 or OUIL3 and 
substance abusers who are diverted from jail and prison and instead participate in specialty courts 
such as Drug Court.

3. Describe the program:
a. Describe eligibility criteria, including exclusionary criteria, for an assessment:           Non-

violent felony offenders will be eligible for screening and assessment for admission to 
PA 511 residential treatment programs and / or specialty courts where the offenders 
are in the Livingston County jail or where they are headed for the Livingston County 
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Assessment Services

Jail and can be diverted.  Also included are offenders who are in the community and 
have been sentenced and are recommended for PA 511 programming by their 
probation agents.  Excluded are violent felony offenders or misdemeanor offenders 
who are not eligible for PA511 programming.

b. What programs (PA511 and/or locally funded) require this assessment to determine 
eligibility?         PA 511 Residential Treatment; non-PA 511 Residential Treatment; None 
PA 511 intensive substance abuse treatment and Specialty Courts whose focus is 
offenders with substance abuse issues. 

c. What assessment instrument is proposed?       NEEDS
d. Is the assessment completed during the presentence investigation period (prior to 

sentencing)?      YES      
e. How are offenders identified and/or referred for an assessment?     Offenders are 

referred by probation agents, by the sentencing judge or by the specialty courts.
f. Is this service contracted to a vendor or does local community corrections staff 

complete the assessment(s)?     Local Community Corrections Staff complete the NEEDS 
assessment

g. Describe the training, certification process, or credentials of the person(s) doing the 
assessment(s) which qualify him/her to do them – include dates of training/certification 
and who conducted the training:     Samuel Hunter has been trained by ADE to 
adminsiter the NEEDS 

h. What is the cost of the instrument itself, per use?     $6 per use
i. How much time is anticipated to complete one assessment (not including subsequent 

development of a recommendation or plan)?     Three hours.  There is a great deal of 
time spent gaining access to inmates in the jail and this group comprises the largest 
number of assessments given.  In the community appointments must be made and 
time is taken scheduling and waiting and the assessment itself takes 90 minutes in 
order to complete background information.

j. Is the assessment completed through an interview with the offender or would the 
offender fill out a questionnaire for later scoring?      The assessment is filled out in a 
face to face interview with the offender.  

k. Is subsequent verification of information required prior to making a recommendation or 
determining eligibility?       YES The person’s BIR information is considered.  The 
probation agent is contacted and the person’s criminal history and current charge are 
verified through AS400.  Any other pertinent information may be verified prior to 
making a recommendation or determining eligibility.

l. Is the recommendation written?      YES
m. How much time is it estimated to take to put all information into a recommendation?     

Two hours        Explain your response.     The results of the COMPAS are reviewed by the 
assessor.  The BIR must be located and AS400 and LEIN information must be compiled 
and reviewed.  Information provided by the probation agent and any information 
garnered from other extraneous sources such as family and friends must be considered  
in making the recommendation. Information from all sources is assembled and 
considered with the results of the assessment itself.  All of the information is put 
together in an e-mail and sent to the referring source.  When the offender has scored 
out for PA511 Residential Treatment, the treatment center must be contacted to 
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ensure availablility.  Where the offender is bound for a specialty court, all members of 
the specialty court must be notified as to the level of treatment needed by the 
offender.

n. Does a substance abuse assessment result in a recommended level of care per ASAM 
criteria?      NO      

o. How is the information gained from the assessment used in sentencing 
recommendations?     NEEDS information is used to determine whether an offender’s 
substance abuse issues rise to a level needing treatment.      

p. How is completion of assessment documented by the service provider?      NEEDS 
assessments are documented in COMPAS by Community Corrections Staff.  Since the 
assessment is completed by Community Corrections staff there is no need to create an 
invoice. ADE Inc. who provides the NEEDS Assessments keeps an ongoing record and 
demographic information on each NEEDS assessment completed.  Community 
Corrections is able to create reports on demographic information and other data to 
track NEEDS use through ADE’s website.   

q. How is information about the number of completed assessments entered into Case 
Manager and tracked for CCIS purposes?     Each assessment is entered as a new case 
where it is listed as one of the “programs”. Each new assessment is documented with 
an enter date and completion date.

r. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:       

4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track the percentage of assessments that result in placement in programming based on 
assessed risk and/or need.

5. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program as you deem appropriate.  
Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

Click here to enter text.
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CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     Pretrial Assessment- Jail based
Service Provider:     Part-time 20 hours a week staff
CCIS Service Type:  F22 - Pretrial Assessment
Projected number of assessments (enrollment):   100

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to enter 
text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Modification
If a modification, describe here:       Due to a budget reduction in 2013 the Pretrial Services provider was laid off. 
This pretrial assessment program will be jail based and will involve assessment of defendants in the jail using 
the risk assessment tool  to determine which inmates can safely be released from jail.
List projected enrollment by member county:      100 Livingston.

ASSESSMENT SERVICES - Provides for thorough assessment of offender needs:
 COMPAS or other objective, commercial risk/need assessment
 Assessment for substance abuse, mental health, or pretrial services eligibility
 Assessments provided by different service providers will require separate program description 

forms
 In the future OCA may be recommending use of the modified Virginia Pretrial Risk Assessment

(author Dr. Marie VanNostrand) as a condition of pretrial funding
 Funding under assessment also includes the task of using results to develop treatment plans 

and/or recommendations for available services

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

Reduce the Average Daily Population (ADP) and Length of Stay (LOS) of Felons and Misdemeanants 
sentenced after admission; Reduce ADP and LOS of incarcerated defendants.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
Target populations are incarcerated felons and misdemeanants who are in jail prior to sentencing and 
have not been released upon arraignment.

3. Describe the program:
a. Describe eligibility criteria, including exclusionary criteria, for an assessment:           

Priority is given to felons and misdemeanants who do not have an interim bond.  
Defendants who are charged with criminal misdemeanors can be assessed for release 
where they have not met bond conditions.  Excluded are defendants who are on 
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suicide watch (per jail’s request); persons advised by the jail to be too violent or 
uncooperative, defendants who are on hold for another jurisdiction, parolees, and 
defendants who have a history of violence.  Non-violent felony offenders and those 
with high misdemeanor charges (defined as any High-Court Misdemeanor offense 
punishable over 93 days in jail) where they have risk scores of : three (average), four 
(above average), or 5-9 (high) on the Praxis, Defendants charged with a violent felony 
of any risk level where they otherwise qualify for release or can be placed on an 
electronic monitoring device. Defendants charged with misdemeanors who score four 
(above average) or 5 to 9 (high) on the Praxis and have not been released from jail.

b. What programs (PA511 and/or locally funded) require this assessment to determine 
eligibility?         This program is the only program using the Risk Assessment Tool.

c. What assessment instrument is proposed?       Michigan Risk Assessment Tool.
d. Is the assessment completed during the presentence investigation period (prior to 

sentencing)?      YES      
e. How are offenders identified and/or referred for an assessment?     Defendants are 

identified by the assessor through jail records.  Those defendants who have not been 
released upon arraignment will be considered for assessment and possible release.

f. Is this service contracted to a vendor or does local community corrections staff 
complete the assessment(s)?     A part time person will be hired for this purpose. Due to 
budget constraints, the county will fund part of  this program. The Community 
Corrections Manager will work closely with jail administration to hire this person and 
oversee their work.

g. Describe the training, certification process, or credentials of the person(s) doing the 
assessment(s) which qualify him/her to do them – include dates of training/certification 
and who conducted the training:     This part time person will need to be familiar with 
the jail setting, previous pretrial assessment experience is preferred.  On the job 
apprenticeship type training will be provided for this staff person with other counties 
who use the Praxis and have pretrial release programs.

h. What is the cost of the instrument itself, per use?     none
i. How much time is anticipated to complete one assessment (not including subsequent 

development of a recommendation or plan)?     Three hours
j. Is the assessment completed through an interview with the offender or would the 

offender fill out a questionnaire for later scoring?      Through an interview with the 
defendant supported by prior and subsequent verification of background and criminal 
history of the defendant.  

k. Is subsequent verification of information required prior to making a recommendation or 
determining eligibility?      YES Verification will consist of calling at least one contact 
person named by the defendant and determining the veracity of the defendants 
statements through that person(s).  Parole, pobation, other courts, employers, school 
officials and family members are some of the resources used to verify information.  
OTIS, LEIN, AS400, Criminal History, Judicial Warehouse Data and other criminal justice 
background checks are made.

l. Is the recommendation written?      YES
m. How much time is it estimated to take to put all information into a recommendation?     

Two hours        Explain your response.     All of the information must be consolidated.  
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Information must be interpreted using the Michigan Risk Assessment Tool and the 
results will be typed into a recommendation for a judicial officer or the prosecutor.  
Recommendations need to have a basis for release such as residential treatment, 
intensive supervision, electronic monitoring etc.  The availability of these dispositions 
must be explored and coordinated with the Gatekeeper, as well as the possiblility of 
self-supported insurance based programs.  Once the judge approves of the release, 
appropriate documents must be returned to the jail. The pretrial assessor must then 
coordinate releases with the Gatekeeper.  

n. Does a substance abuse assessment result in a recommended level of care per ASAM 
criteria?      Not Applicable      

o. How is the information gained from the assessment used in sentencing 
recommendations?     The information gained from the assessment will be placed in 
the defendant’s court file in a sealed envelope available to the court and the 
defendant’s attorney.      

p. How is completion of assessment documented by the service provider?      Community 
Corrections staff completing the assessment will enter the assessment directly into 
COMPAS.  Staff will then coordinate completion of a paper file with the Community 
Corrections Administrative Assistant to ensure that files are complete and that the 
success of the program can be tracked.   

q. How is information about the number of completed assessments entered into Case 
Manager and tracked for CCIS purposes?     The Office Assistant will ensure that all 
information is entered into Case Manager and tracked for CCIS purposes.  The 
Manager will review the program and enrollement regularly to ensure that targeted 
enrollment is reached and that all information is complete and accurate.

r. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:       This 
position will work closely with jail personnel and the Gatekeeper to identify 
defendants who remain in jail who are possibly eligible for release. Funding for this 
position will come be a combination of grant funds and county funds. 

4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track the percentage of assessments that result in placement in programming based on 
assessed risk and/or need.

5. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program as you deem appropriate.  
Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

Jail bed days saved will be tracked by considering the total number of days from the date the 
defendant entered jail to the sentencing date.  Any days that the defendant gained release between 
incarceration date and sentencing, by being assessed and released prior to sentencing will be counted 
as jail bed days saved.
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MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

“Expecting Excellence Every Day” 

Office of Community Alternatives

Community Corrections Plan and Application
Fiscal Year 2014

CCAB Name:  Livingston County Application Type:     Annual/Full

Email the application to:     MDOC-OCC@michigan.gov
and,
Send one copy of the application to: DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS

Office of Community Alternatives
P.O. Box 30003
Lansing, Michigan  48909

DUE DATE:  June 3, 2013

NOTE:  CCABs in a multi-year contract will need to complete SECTION I (A, B, C) as well as the new BUDGET form and 
program descriptions for any proposed program changes.
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SECTION I:  INTRODUCTION –
        Name of CCAB:     Livingston County                               Federal I.D. Number:     38-6005819

A:  General Contact Information:
Contact Person (manager) Fiscal Agent CCAB Chairperson

Name: Diane DeWitt Bockhausen Cindy Catanach Angela Willoughby
Title: Community Corrections Manager Chief Finance Officer LMSW Program 

Coordinator
Address: 200 S. Highlander Way 304 E. Grand River Ave 2280 E. Grand River
City: Howell Howell Howell
State: Michigan Michigan Michigan
Zip: 48843 48843 48843
Phone: 517.540.7622 517.540.8720 517.546.4126
Fax: 517.548.8358 517.546.7266 517.546.4126
Email: dbockhausen@co.livingston.mi.us ccatanach@co.livingston.mi.us awilloughby@cmhliv.org

Type of Community Corrections Board:     County
Counties/Cities Participating in the CCAB:     Livingston County
Date application was approved by the local CCAB:      June 12, 2013
Date application was approved by county board(s) of commissioners (and city council):     June 26, 2013
Date application was submitted to OCA:     June 12, 2013

B:  CCAB Membership
Representing: Name (and email if available):

County Sheriff: Lt. Tom Cremonte tcremonte@co.livingston.mi.us representing Sheriff Robert Bezotte
Chief of Police: Tom Couling  tcouling@fowlerville.org
Circuit Court Judge: Judge David Reader dreader@co.livingston.mi.us
District Court Judge: Debra Kubitskey dkubitskey@co.livingston.mi.us representing District Court
Probate Court Judge: James Duquet jduquet@co.livingston.mi.us representing Judge Miriam Cavenaugh
County Commissioner(s): Chair Carol Griffith cgriffith@co.livingston.mi.us
Service Area: Angela Willoughby awilloughby@cmhliv.org
County Prosecutor: William “Bill” Vailliencourt bvailliencourt@co.livingston.mi.us
Criminal Defense: Lee Gough  Lgough @comcast.net
Business Community: Curtis Griffin curtisdgriffin@yahoo.com
Communications Media: Click here to enter text.
Circuit/District Probation: Dan Chepeska chepesD1@michigan.gov
General Public: Deacon Jim Chevalier deacon2@stmarymagdalen.org
City Councilperson: Click here to enter text.
Does your CCAB have Bylaws? If yes, have they been revised within the last 2 years? (Please send copy)     YES.  The 
Bylaws were revised in April 2013.
Does your CCAB have a “definition of a pattern of violence” that excludes offenders from any PA511 programming?  If 
yes, please explain.   NO, eligibility is dealt with in each program. 
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C:  Summary - Briefly summarize the key points of your Community Corrections Plan:  
     (all fields permit carriage returns)

1.  What programs, practices and policies contribute to a reduction of (or maintenance of low) prison commitment 
rates:     The following programs divert offenders from prison: Residential Treatment, Catholic Charities 
Substance Abuse Treatment and Moral Reconation Therapy.  Participation in Drug Court also assists in 
reducing the prison commitment rate. 

a.  How do they contribute to reduced/maintained PCRs?      Catholic Charities is a substance abuse 
treatment program to assist in reducing recidivism.  The success rate of offenders completing Catholic 
Charities substance abuse treatment is better than 80% the first year.  MRT is a cognitive treatment 
program that experienced a 95% success rate in 2012 (only 1 out of 20 reoffended within one year of 
completing MRT), Both of these programs focus on reducing recidivism through treatment and 
behavior modification.  Residential placement can divert prison bound offenders into residential 
treatment.  Participation in Drug Court diverts those participants that are repeat offenders due to 
substance abuse into a community based intensive supervision court program.  Felony substance 
abusers are given the chance to rehabilitate themselves in drug court – the alternative is prison if they 
reoffend.  Community Corrections supervises Drug Court bound offenders prior to sentencing so the 
offender can be released from jail.

b.  Explain what data/measures show your PA511 funded programs have contributed to reductions in your 
PCR:     OMNI data shows that Livingston County’s PCR has fluctuated ever so slightly over the past 
four years.  In 2009 Livingston County experienced a low PCR of 16.41% which was lower than the 
State rate of 18.8%.  In 2010 the State PCR rose to 20.5% and the Livingston County PCR matched that 
rate. In  2011 the State PCR rate lowered to 20% while the PCR at Livingston County was 19.8% once 
11 dispositions of offenders in prison at time of offense were removed.  In 2012 the State rate rose to 
20.7% and Livingston County’s PCR also rose to 21.19% once 2  dispositions of offenders in prison were 
removed. While the PCR in Livingston County experiences slight changes as does the State Rate, the 
overall percentage remains close to the State Rate and this is due to treatment, cognitive 
programming and specialty courts that PA511 funded programs provide in whole or in part.  Felony 
dispositions in Livingston County are at an all time low; 755 in 2012 which is 36 fewer than the 2009 
when there were 791 felony dispositions, however, the number of Group 2 dispositions has risen to the 
highest number in the past four years to 96 which is 20 more than 2009 when there were the fewest 
total felony dispositions of any kind.  It is believed that this is due to an increase in opiate addiction in 
Livingston County.  More females are being incarcerated for retail fraud and other Group 2 crimes that 
support opiate abuse.  Opiates are now the number one drug of choice (over alcohol) among 
substance abusers who come in contact with the court system.
In addition to the OMNI data, recidivism studies on programs supported by PA511 funding in 
Livingston County have shown that the Catholic Charities Substance Abuse Treatment Program is 
almost 75% effective after 3 years and MRT is 95% successful after one year.     

2.  What programs, practices and policies contribute to improved jail utilization?     The Gatekeeper, Supervision 
and Assessment programs contribute to improved jail utilization.  

a. How do they contribute to improved jail utilization?      Gatekeeper includes initial screening of 
incarcerated offenders for program eligibility, subsequent referral and enrollment in Residential 
Treatment, outpatient substance abuse, cognitive behavioral therapy and other programs as needed.  
Assessment covers the screening that will determine if a person is eligible to be released from jail into 
programming and Supervision allows defendants to be released from jail to supervision until the 
defendant is sentenced.  All of these programs reduce the number of days a defendant or offender 
may spend in jail.

b. Explain what data/measures show your PA511 funded programs have contributed to improvements in 
your jail utilization:     In the last six months of 2011 and the first few months of 2012 there were three 
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emergency jail overcrowding situations.  In April of 2012 a pretrial program was introduced that 
included Supervision.  During the year that the pretrial program was in place, there was not a single 
emergency release.  The pretrial program ended in April of 2013 due to lack of funding but the pretrial 
supervision program has continued for offenders already enrolled.  ADP in the jail has risen as of May 
22 to 251 (RDC is 254).  
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SECTION II:  ANALYSIS & STRATEGIC PLAN
A:  INTRODUCTION AND INSTRUCTIONS FOR STRATEGIC PLAN:
Strategic Issues, Goals, and Priorities have been established by the Office of Community Alternatives in accordance with 
Public Act 511 and State Board priorities.  CCABs will be required to establish Objectives and Strategies based upon 
OMNI Felony Disposition, JPIS, CCIS and local data that will support State Goals and Priorities.  

Strategic Issues are identified as Felony Dispositions, Jail Utilization and Local Priorities.   

OCA will provide the CCABs with OMNI Felony Disposition and JPIS data. CCABs shall analyze this data along with local 
CCIS data (reports run locally from Case Manager) and develop Key Objectives and supporting Strategies that will lead 
toward attainment of Goals and Priorities established by the State Board and OCA, as well as local objectives and 
priorities promoted in the comprehensive plan.

A thorough review of the data should include:
 Overall PCRs, rates within sentencing guideline ranges, PCRs within Group 1 and Group 2 offense categories, 

status at time of offense and technical probation violation PCRs 
 Reference to changes in PCRs compared to prior years
 Other changes in your CCAB/area that influence changes (new stakeholders, policies, emerging crimes, offender 

characteristics, etc.)
 Review your past OCA funding proposals for ideas
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Example:  
For the Strategic Issue of Felony Dispositions, consider the stated Goal and Priority as outlined on the following pages 
and complete an analysis of your county’s prison commitment rate data provided by OCA.  Establish objectives related 
to prison commitment rates.  For example:

           1. Reduce PV commitment rate from 32% to 25%
           2. Reduce Straddle rate to from 43% to 35%

Under each OBJECTIVE outline in bullet form those STRATEGIES (steps) to be taken, including continuing, new and 
revised programs, or established and revised policies or practices, that will support the attainment of the objectives you 
have specified.  Identify if these are “new”, “continuations,” or “modifications,” or for short term (this fiscal year) or long 
term implementation.  

Keep in mind that all of the programs for which you are requesting PA511 funding should be identified as strategies.  
Additionally, policies and practices you propose (such as targeting specific populations or characteristics) are also 
strategies.  Strategies may apply to more than one objective and should be repeated under each objective as 
appropriate.

For Example, the objective of “Reduce PV rate from 32% to 25%” may have the following strategies:
1. Initiate structured sentencing with jail followed by RS followed by community Cognitive Behavioral Treatment 

program that targets Level 2 and 3 probation violators. (New, FY 2013)
2. Target Level 2 and 3 PVs as priorities for Residential Services. (Continuation)

The same strategies (with modifications) would be appropriate for the objective of reducing the PCR of Straddle Cell 
offenders.  Further OMNI data analysis may support an additional strategy of:

3. Target CJRP eligible straddle cells, especially those from Group 2 without MDOC status, for local sanctions 
including ________________.

B:  Felony Disposition Analysis 
 (NOTE:  Regional CCABs should complete analysis for each county.  Carriage returns are permitted in this section.)
Strategic Issue:  Felony Dispositions
Public Act 511 of 1988 stipulates that counties shall develop a community corrections comprehensive plan and provide 
an explanation of how the county or counties’ prison commitment rate will be reduced by diverting non-violent 
offenders, and promote recidivism reduction while public safety is maintained.  The Act is intended to encourage the 
participation in community corrections programs of offenders who would likely be sentenced to imprisonment in a state 
correctional facility or jail, who would not increase the risk to public safety, have not demonstrated a pattern of violent 
behavior, and do not have a criminal record that indicates a pattern of violent offenses.      

Goal:        Reduce demand for prison resources and related budgetary requirements.
Priority:      Reduce prison commitment of offenders who can be safely and effectively sanctioned and treated in the       

community by following the principles of effective intervention (i.e., risk, need, responsivity).

Your analysis forms the basis for your objectives and strategies.  A weak connection between data analysis, objectives 
and proposed programming (strategies) may result in denial or conditional approval of your plan.

B-1:  Using OMNI Felony Disposition data supplied by OCA for FY 2011 and FY 2012: 
1. Are felony dispositions increasing, decreasing, or stable?     Felony dispositions are decreasing however Group 2 

dispositions are increasing.
2. Describe changes within SGL categories. Report rates with detailed explanation:     Total Group 1 Straddle has 
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decreased from 71 in 2011 to 59 in 2012 however total Group 2 dispositions increased from 107 dispositions in 
2011 to 136 dispositions in 2012.  Statistical informations has not been kept but it is reasonable to believe that 
Group 2 dispositions are increasing due to an influx of female offenders in the Group 2 category that are 
substance abusers and are committing retail fraud and other non-violent offenses to support their habit. The 
difference in PCR in the straddle cell group 2 category amounts to an increase of 2.5 dispositions which is not 
significant.

3. Can you attribute any changes to strategies/programs in your comprehensive plan?     MRT in the jail was 
discontinued in 2012.  Due to overcrowding in the jail particularly in the female population, females 
committed for a longer period of time are being sent to Montcalm County to be housed.  MRT in the jail for 
females was not successful because MRT participants were moved out of county and could not complete the 
program.  

4. Describe any changes in criminal justice system stakeholders that may have contributed to changes in rates:     A 
new magistrate was appointed in January 2013. This magistrate continues to adjust to his new position.  JPIS 
data is not available but there may be a rise in ADP and LOS due to the loss of the Pretrial investigator and the 
appointment of a new magistrate who is learning the job.  Livingston County went to a unified court system in 
January of 2013.  The new chief judge reduced the turnaround time for presentence reports which could 
contribute to reduced LOS.  A new probate judge was elected in January as was a new Prosecutor.  The new 
Prosecutor is active on the CCAB and has provided valuable input. There were changes to the County 
Commissioners in January of 2013.  A new Chair was elected and it appears that the new Commissioners 
support enlarging the jail and modifying it to accommodate the Prison Rape Elimination Act and to allow for 
more educational programs and visitation rooms.

5. Describe any changes in felony populations that warrant a change in your plan:      There is a significant increase 
in Group 2 offenders despite the reduction in felony dispositions.  There is also an incerase in opiate abusers 
that may correlate directly to the increase in Group 2 offenders because of the types of non-violent offenses 
engaged in by opiate abusers.

6. Provide additional analysis you feel necessary to explain your prison commitment rates here:     Prison 
Commitment rates have been fairly consistent in Livingston County.  Due to the relatively small number of 
felons sent to prison in Livingston County it is difficult to have a significant impact on the PCR.  It is even more 
difficult to determine what programs might have an impact on PCR.  Livingston County does have specialty 
courts designed to handle specific types of offenders in order to reduce  recidivism among specifical groups 
such as offenders with mental health issues.  These specialty courts  assist in keeping participants out of 
prison.

B-2:  Key Objectives and Strategies

NOTE:   
 Five objectives are not required; objectives should be measurable and provide sufficient detail so progress can 

be monitored.
 Each objective should be followed by at least one strategy (step, action, policy, program) that will help you 

achieve your objective.
 Your objectives and strategies should be supported by the analysis you did above.  If you did not provide analysis 

for a PV or Group 2 population, you wouldn’t develop an objective related to that population.
 Keep in mind that all programs for which you are requesting funding are considered strategies.  Be sure to 

clearly identify them as strategies.
1. Objective #1:     Reduce the prison commitment rate from 21.4 in 2012 to at or below the state rate of 20.7%. 

Strategies in support of Objective #1 (number and separate strategies by using carriage return [enter]): 
1) Increase enrollment of Group 2 straddle cell and PV offenders in community programs in lieu of prison or jail 

(continuation)
2) Use assessments to drive program placement of targeted offenders. (continuation)
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3) Increase the use of residential treatment by placing at the earliest eligible time and by using residential 
treatment repeatedly until effective. (continuation)
4)Use outpatient substance abuse treatment for offenders with substance abuse issues to reduce the 
likelihood of the offender committing another crime. (continuation)

2) Objective #2:    Reduce Group 2 Straddle PCR from 44.1 in 2012 to the state rate of 31%.
Strategies in support of Objective #2:

1) Increase enrollment of group 2 straddle cell and PV offenders in community programs in lieu of prison or jail. 
(Continuation)
2) Use assessments to drive program placement of targeted offenders  (Continuation) 
3) Commit to sending Group 2 non-violent felons to Community Corrections coordinated residential treatment at 
least one time before sentencing an offender to prison  (Continuation)
4) Use Catholic Charities Outpatient Substance Abuse Treatment to treat offenders with substance abuse issues 
and reduce the likelihood of the offender committing another crime. (Continuation)
3) Objective #3:    Reduce PV PCR of Group 2 Offenders

Strategies in support of Objective #3:
1) Increase enrollment of targeted Straddle Cell and PV Offenders in Community programs in lieu of prison or jail. 

(Continuation).  
2) Use assessments to drive program placement of targeted offenders. (Continuation)
3)Commit to sending Group 2 non-violent felons to Community Corrections coordinated residential treatment at 
least one time before sentencing an offender to prison. (Continuation).
4)Use Catholic Charities Outpatient Treatment to treat offenders with substance abuse issues and reduce the 
likelihood of the offender committing another crime.   (Continuation).
4) Objective #4:     Reduce the recidivism rate of Group 2 offenders in Livingston County.

Strategies in support of Objective #4:
1) Enroll targeted offenders in Catholic Charities Substance Abuse program. (Continuation).

2)Enroll targeted offenders in Moral Reconation Therapy and facilitate their completion in the program. 
(Continuation).
3)Enroll targeted offenders in Drug Court Supervision and facilitate their completion of the 
program.(Continuation).
5) Objective #5:     Click here to enter text.

Strategies in support of Objective #5 :
Click here to enter text.

B-3:  Assessment
 Use OMNI data to track changes in prison commitment rates that were identified as objectives. 
 Monitor and report on changes in local circumstances or offender populations/characteristics that prevent 

attainment of your objectives.  
 Use CCIS data to determine the utilization of your programs by your targeted populations. 

What steps will you take if you find that you are not meeting your objectives or your strategies are not being 
implemented as planned?     Contracts will be reviewed and areas of non-compliance will be brought to the attention 
of the contractor with a date given for improvement.  If improvements are not made in a satisfactory fashion, the 
contract will be terminated and another contractor will be sought as a replacement.  Where strategies are not being 
implemented as planned, the CCAB will come together to review what is working and what areas are not working and 
brainstorm solutions.  Solutions agreed upon by the CCAB will be set forth in the appropriate format and monitored by 
the CCAB Manager for compliance.
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C:  Jail Utilization Analysis:
(NOTE:  Regional CCABs should complete analysis for each county.)

Current Jail Utilization

County Livingston 
County Jail

Livingston 
County Jail

Livingston 
County Jail

Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

RDC 224 Males 30 Female 254 Total Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

Utilization as 
% of RDC 91% male 137% 96.5% Click here to 

enter text.
Click here to 

enter text.
Click here to 

enter text.
Number of 
off-line beds

All beds are
 in service

All beds are in 
service

All beds are in 
service

Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

Click here to 
enter text.

1. Does your county have a written county jail population management plan per PA 139 of 2007?    YES Upon the 
fifth-consecutive day on which the general population of the County jail exceeds the jail’s rated design 
capacity the sheriff shall, without obtaining prior approval of the sentencing judge, release by chronological 
release date within specific categories in order to reduce jail population to a number no fewer than the jail’s 
rated capacity.  Upon the tenth consecutive day on which the general population of the County Jail exceeds 
the jail’s rated design capacity., the Livingston County Sheriff shall, with the approval of the sentencing judge 
or designee, release inmates by chronological release date within specific categories in order to reduce the jail 
population to a number no fewer than the jail’s rated design capacity.

2. In CY 2012, did your sheriff initiate a reduction in population because the jail exceeded 95% of RDC for 5 
consecutive days per Public Act 140 of 2007?   NO   If YES, explain how this was carried out:    Click here to enter 
text.

3. In CY 2012 how many times did the county declare an official (in writing) jail overcrowding state of emergency 
(over 100% of RDC for 7 consecutive days) per Public Act 140 of 2007?     none

4. Does your jail submit JPIS data?     YES BUT JPIS data has been very inaccurate.  The IT specialist in the jail has 
repeatedly sent JPIS data to Northpointe IN CHRONOLOGICAL ORDER as requested and the JPIS data is still off 
significantly

5. What vendor or jail management software is used to report jail utilization?     Sungard One Solution (OSSI)

Strategic Issue:  Jail Utilization
Jail resources should be prioritized for use by individuals convicted of crimes against persons and/or offenders who 
present a higher risk of recidivism or risk to the public.  Local comprehensive community corrections plans should reduce 
the demand for jail beds by diverting non-violent and lower-risk offenders, promote recidivism reduction while 
maintaining public safety and reduce jail overcrowding.  

Goal:        Operate local jails at 90% or less of the rated design capacity which can reduce the costs and liability for the 
county.

Priority:   Improve jail utilization and reduce need to board inmates in other facilities; avoid releases under the 
emergency overcrowding act; maintain jail below the rated design capacity.

C-1:  Using JPIS data (or local data as available) provide an analysis of local jail utilization including the average daily 
populations/lengths of stay of jail populations including felon and misdemeanant utilization, sentenced and 
unsentenced populations, partially sentenced populations, boarders, and offense categories.  (Regionals:  use carriage 
return [Enter] to separate information by jail)

1. This application uses      local or snapshot data of weekday bookings    
2. Are bookings up, down, or stable?      stable
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3. Describe changes in ADP or AvLOS for major population groups:     The average daily population of female 
inmates has increased to the point where the county is funding an architectural firm to rework the jail to add  
more beds for female inmates.  There is also consideration being given to adding on to the jail to increase the 
size of the jail to accommodate the increased number of female inmates (to 65) and to provide more 
visitation, training and specialized spaces in the jail. 
The number of opiate addicts in the jail is consistently high due to the fact that law enforcement officals keep 
opiate addicts in the jail for a number of months so they can detox before sending them to treatment. There is 
also a limited opiate addiction program in the jail.
Pretrial services was operational from April of 2012 to April of 2013 when funding was cut and the person 
providing pretrial services was laid off.  During the time pretrial services was in place there were no 
emergency overcrowding issues.  In the six months prior to pretrial services implementation there had been 
three emergency overcrowding releases.  Jail population has steadily increased in the month and a half since 
the elimination of pretrial services and is now at 98.82% of capacity.
Mental Health issues continue to be of major concern in the jail population.  Inmates who would be better 
serviced in mental health institutions are housed in the jail for lack of other places to house them. Room at the 
jail for rehabilitative services continues to be insufficient.  A modification and increase in the size of the 
Livingston County jail may work to abate this problem.
The Prisoner Rape Elimination Act that was recently passed will have a drastic impact on the jail.  The number 
of corrections officers at the jail will need to be increased and the other impacts of this Act remain to be seen.
Although the most recent JPIS data is from 2010, it is clear that the LOS of offenders sentenced after admission 
is still much greater than the LOS of offenders released pending trial.  It is for this reason that the pretrial 
position is so important.  Defendants eligible for release should be sent back to the community pending 
sentencing as long as the risk to the community is minimal.

4. Provide additional information to explain your jail utilization here including changes in stakeholders, law 
enforcement priorities, bed closures, etc.:      Livingston County migrated to a unified court system under one 
chief judge in January of 2013.  One immediate change that was made was a mandatory reduction in the 
turnround time for presentence reports.  This faster turnaround time may have worked with pretrial services 
to lower the ADP in the jail.  A new magistrate was hired January 2013.  Any impact of this change in 
personnel remains to be seen.

C-2:  Describe policies and practices that influence jail population:
1. Does the jail have a “bed allocation plan”?    NO
2. Does the county have a “jail task force” in place to address jail utilization issues?     NO
3. How are sheriff’s good time and trustee credits awarded / forfeited?     Good time is one day credit for every six 

days served.  Trustee credit is a one day credit for every five days served in addition to the good time credit.  
Good time credits are forfeited in rare cases where there is significant destruction of county property or an 
assault on corrections staff.  Trustee credits are forfeited for major jail misconduct.  Trustee credits are 
forfeitied much easier than Good Time credits.

4. Is the jail “closed” to certain types of offenses/offenders/warrants?     NO
5. Does the jail accept boarders from other counties?    YES    If YES, what is the daily rate charged for a boarder?     

Only in unusual circumstances such as a police officer from another county or a competing gang member 
where other gang members are housed in an adjacent county.  No daily rate is charged but in kind trading is 
used.

6. Does the jail have a county-imposed cap on local bed utilization to provide space for boarding?    NO           If YES, 
report number of boarders and the % of the RDC for all boarders.     Click here to enter text.

7. Does the jail accept Parole Violators on MDOC detainers?     YES at $43.50 per day
8. Does the jail accept MDOC or Federal boarders under contract?    NO       If YES, what is the daily rate charged for 

MDOC and/or Federal boarders?     Click here to enter text.
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9. What was the revenue from boarders for CY 2012?     None
10. What was the revenue from County Jail Reimbursement in CY 2012?     DDJR was reimbursed for the full amount 

of 7,790; State Criminal Alien Assistance Grant for $5,400; Social Security Incentive for $9,028; $43,505 for 
parole detainers; $2405 for conveying convicts and $124,875 for Diverted Felons.

11. Does the jail operate a work release program (offenders leave the jail to work and then return to the jail)?    YES      
If YES, how many beds (number and % of RDC) are work release beds?   12 beds or 4.72%       How much are 
offenders charged to be on work release?     $30 per day.

12. Does the jail accept weekend sentences?   YES         If YES, approximately how many weekenders book in each 
weekend?   This varies but there is a minimum of 20. Misdemeanants only are permitted.

13. Provide additional analysis you feel is necessary to explain your jail utilization here:    Livingston County 
Community Corrections voted to implement a part time pretrial position that will be housed in the jail.  The 
part time position will use state grant funds combined with local funds to support a pretrial investigator who 
will work to gain the release of defendants that are unable to post bond.

C-3:  Key Objectives and Strategies
NOTE:  

 Five objectives are not required; objectives should be measureable and provide sufficient detail so progress can 
be monitored.

 Each objective should be followed by at least one strategy (step, action, policy, program) that will help you 
achieve your objective.

 Your objectives and strategies should be supported by the analysis you did above.  If you did not identify the LOS 
of misdemeanants in your analysis, you wouldn’t develop an objective related to that population.

 Refer to the most recent JPIS data (or your local data/snapshot if you don’t have JPIS).
 Keep in mind that all programs for which you are requesting funding are considered strategies.  Be sure to 

clearly identify them as strategies.
1. Objective #1:     Reduce ADP and LOS of incarcerated defendants

Strategies in support of Objective #1 (number and separate strategies by using carriage return): 
1)Fully support and actively participate in Drug Court. (Modification).
2) Implement fair and equal pretrial services. (Continuation)
3) Use assessments to identify eligible incarcerated defendants for release to community programs. (Continuation)
4) Determine eligibility and facilitate release of eligible inmates into community programming. (Continuation)

2. Objective #2:    Reduce ADP and LOS of felons and misdemeanants sentenced after admission.
Strategies in support of Objective #2:
1) Employ a part time Pretrial Assessor to review inmates bond conditions and work with courts and community to gain 
their release on amended bond conditions or to appropriate treatment / institutions. (modification)
2) Use assessments to identify eligible inmates for release to community programs (Continuation).

3. Objective #3:    Increase the use of Residential Services in lieu of jail.
Strategies in support of Objective #3:

1) Use Gatekeeper to gain release of sentenced felons into residential treatment.

4. Objective #4:     Click here to enter text.
Strategies in support of Objective #4:
Click here to enter text.

5. Objective #5:     Click here to enter text.
Strategies in support of Objective #5 :
Click here to enter text.
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C-4:  Assessment
 Use JPIS data (or local snapshot if JPIS isn’t available) to track changes in jail utilization that were identified as 

objectives. 
 Monitor and report on changes in local circumstances or offender populations/characteristics that prevent 

attainment of your objectives.  
 Use CCIS data to determine the utilization of your programs by your targeted populations. 

What steps will you take if you find that you are not meeting your objectives or your strategies are not being 
implemented as planned?     Community Corrections will closely monitor programs and meet with providers who are 
not fulfilling contractual obligations in order to implement strategies in an effective manner.  Where strategies are 
not being implemented as planned, the strategy will be examined for any potential changes and recommendations 
will be made and followed up on to ensure program compliance.

D:  Local Priorities
Present any local priorities such as development of criminal justice coordinating councils, jail expansion/repair, public 
education, etc., which have not been identified in the above sections:
Jail expansion to relieve overcrowding in the female cells and to allow for room to provide visitation and rehabilitative 
instruction is a priority.   Education in the jail is also a priority.  GED is provided through a grant which extends to 
community based education upon the inmates release.
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Gatekeeping/JPM

CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     Gatekeeper
Service Provider:     Community Corrections Staff
CCIS Service Type:     I25 - Gatekeeper
Total Projected Enrollment (for Gatekeeper):   250
Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 
3rds are projected? Click here to enter text.
Projected Early Jail Releases (for JPM):    Click here to enter text.

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:       Click here to enter text.
List projected enrollment/release by member county:      250

Gatekeeper and Jail Population Monitoring are necessary processes or FUNCTIONS rather 
than programs as we typically think of them.

GATEKEEPER –
 Gatekeeping includes initial screening for program eligibility (not assessment) such as 

determining if the offender meets established target and preliminary eligibility criteria (SGLs, 
crime group, PV status, number of priors, etc.) and the subsequent referral and enrollment in 
programming as appropriate.

 Gatekeepers will complete CCIS data entry for program enrollment and may need to maintain 
waiting lists if programs are over utilized.

 In CCABs where there are no outside contracts (all services are delivered by managers or CCAB 
staff) a Gatekeeper program description may not be necessary.  Determining eligibility and 
enrollment into the program can be done at the individual program level.  Contact the 
program section manager or your grant coordinator with questions.

 Projections should be based on the total number of PA511 program referrals that will need to 
be screened for eligibility, referred, and enrolled in Case Manager.

 Subsequent data entry such as termination/discharge from programming and calculating jail 
bed savings is a function under administration.

JAIL POPULATION MONITOR (JPM) -
 Jail Population Monitoring is ONLY appropriate for jails with acute overcrowding where the 

primary function is to expedite EARLY release of offenders to avoid overcrowding 
emergencies.

 A JPM is NOT to simply facilitate the movement of offenders into already-ordered programs 
(this could be Gatekeeping) but to expedite releases to immediately reduce the ADP of the 
jail.

 JPM impact must be monitored so that local practices can be adjusted  to AVOID the 
incarceration of those who are consistently released

 Projected enrollment should not be all offenders booked into the jail but the number that are 
projected to be successfully moved out of the jail (not into jail-based programming).

 OCA supports the following:
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Gatekeeping/JPM

o Counties seeking JPM funding should have a written jail population management plan 
per Public Act 139 of 2007.  The plan should reflect the use of the JPM to address 
overcrowding.

o Funding should be limited to a period of years to permit local authorities to make 
policy changes to avoid jail crowding.  

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Complete “a-p” for GATEKEEPER.  If JAIL POPULATION MONITOR go to #2
a. This service functions as a Gatekeeper for PA511 as well as non-PA511 programs.
b. Are eligibility criteria for all PA511 funded programs established in Case Manager (or 

through some local system if not using Case Manager)?   Explain:       Eligibility criteria 
for PA 511 programs are established by the Gatekeeper who examines eligibility 
requirements and the offenders personal information and history.  Records of criteria 
establishing eligibility are retained in Community Corrections hard files.

c. List referral sources and how referrals are made for screening and enrollment:     
Offenders are referred for specific programs and when the offender is found to be 
eligible for other programs the referral source is notified of those options.

d. How are offenders identified for program screening/enrollment?     Referral sources are 
probation agents who refer offenders for PA511 programming via the Community 
Corrections referral form.  For non-PA 511 programming, a district court judge sends a 
sentencing order to Community Corrections to refer offenders to Residential 
Treatment or outpatient treatment in lieu of jail.  Community Corrections assesses 
these offenders for eligibility and facilitates the offenders release from jail into 
treatment.  These are non-PA 511 funded but these placements directly impact Jail Bed 
Days because these offenders are released from jail into treatment. The pretrial 
assessor may also make referrals to the Gatekeeper for placements.

e. What proportion of program enrollment is via direct referrals rather than Gatekeeper 
initiated placements?     Most enrollments are via direct referrals.

f. Describe the steps taken to determine offender eligibility for a program:    A referral is 
made to a program telephonically or via email.  Staff obtain the offenders background 
information and screen for initial eligibility.  Where the offender is preliminarily 
deemed eligible for a program, staff go to the jail and assess the offender using 
COMPAS or NEEDS.  The results of the assessment are reviewed and staff forward the 
findings to the referral source via e-mail.  Where a person is found eligible for a 
program and the referral source would like to proceed with placement, a placement is 
made by Community Corrections Staff.  For Catholic Charities the findings of the 
assessment and personal information are forwarded to Catholic Charities and an 
appointment is made for the offender.  For residential services, a bed is found and the 
staff person coordinates the offenders release and transport to the residential 
treatment facility.  In the case of MRT, the offender is told when and where to appear 
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for class and they are given a book, preliminary introduction to the program and 
assigned homework.

g. Do all offenders ultimately enrolled in PA511 programming have judicial orders 
mandating participation? YES       Explain:     As a condition of their sentence offenders 
receive written orders to enroll in PA511 programming that they are eligible for.

h. Estimate how long it takes to determine initial eligibility and complete Case 
Manager/CCIS data entry for a new offender:   2.5 hours    For an established offender:     
2 hours                

i. Do you meet with the offender to do the screening or work from referral documents?  
Explain:   Each offender is personally met in a face to face interview at the jail. 
Occasionally offenders who are released come to the office to be interviewed.

j. What PA511 programs does this Gatekeeper screen/refer for?     Residential Treatment, 
Catholic Charities Substance Abuse, Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT) and Supervision.

k. Describe non-PA511 programs/services that offenders may be referred to:     Residential 
treatment, intensive outpatient treatment, anger management, community mental 
health treatment, electronic monitoring, specialty court participation.

l. Describe the process of referring an eligible offender to PA511 programs (what do you 
do) and how long it takes:     A referral is made to a program telephonically or via 
email. Staff obtain the offenders background information and screen for initial 
eligibility.  Where the offender is preliminarily deemed eligible for a program, staff go 
to the jail and assess the offender using COMPAS or NEEDS.  The results of the 
assessment are reviewed and staff forward the findings to the referral source via e-
mail.  Where a person is found eligible for a program and the referral source would 
like to proceed with placement, a placement is made.  For Catholic Charities an 
appointment is made for the offender directly by the offender in the staff’s presence.  
For residential services, a bed is found and the staff person coordinates the offenders 
release and transport to the residential treatment facility.  In the case of MRT, the 
offender is told when and where to appear for class and they are given a book, 
preliminary introduction to the program and assigned homework.

m. How is the referral source notified of offender enrollment or ineligibility?     Via e-mail 
or telephone.

n. What proportion of your requested CPS budget is in this line item?      18.36%
o. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of this service not specifically 

identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this function:    Due to the 
low number of corrections officers in the jail and the lack of space, performing this 
function often takes much longer than might be expected.  The room used for 
interviewing inmates is also used for other purposes such as video arraignments.  If an 
arraignment is needed, even where the Gatekeeper is in the middle of his work, his 
work must be suspended while the arraignment takes place.  Other times it may take 
some time to gain the release of the inmate for interview.

(Gatekeeper description is complete – Go to #3)
2. For Jail Population Monitor complete :  

a. Does the County where this service is requested have a written jail population 
management plan per Public Act 139 of 2007?    Choose an item.

b. Identify the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
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designed to address:      Click here to enter text.
c. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?     Click here to enter text.
d. What is the rated design capacity of the jail (s) prior to any bed closures?     Click here to 

enter text.
e. What is the current operational capacity of the jail (s) after bed closures?    Click here to 

enter text.
f. List the average daily population as a % of the rated design capacity of each jail where 

this service is requested:     Click here to enter text.
g. What data/information is used for targeting inmates for release?     Click here to enter 

text.
h. Describe circumstances under which you are called upon to recommend releases:    Click 

here to enter text.
i. Describe the process for identifying and recommending inmates for release and how 

long that process takes:    Click here to enter text.
j. Is the judge/probation officer notified of offender release?     Choose an item.
k. Describe how inmate releases, recommended releases, and inmate movement is 

documented:     Click here to enter text.
l. Do you track released inmates by characteristics such as crime class, offense type, legal 

status, guideline range, etc.?       Choose an item.
m. How do you report inmate movement to your CCAB and OCA?     Click here to enter text.
n. Is information on inmate releases used for future planning such as bypassing jail with 

immediate program placement for specific offenses/offenders?     Choose an item.
o. What proportion of your requested CPS budget is in this program line?     Click here to 

enter text.
p. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the service not specifically 

identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this function:     Click here to 
enter text.

3. FOR BOTH SERVICE AREAS:  As Gatekeeping and JPM are not necessarily “programs”, specific 
contributions toward the below objectives may not be obvious.  Answer as appropriate being 
careful to not double count jail bed days saved in JPM or Gatekeeping AND in the programs 
offenders may be released /referred to.

a. Will this program reduce prison commitments?      YES
i. If YES, clearly describe how:     Where an offender is referred for residential 

treatment, the Gatekeeper will be diverting them from prison at times.
b. Will this program impact jail utilization:     YES

i. If YES, clearly describe how jail credit is awarded and documented for this 
program:      Offenders are ordered to be released from jail into residential 
treatment or other programs and the remainder of their jail term is waived 
upon the completion of those programs.  The number of jail bed days saved 
varies with each offender due to differences in offender’s criminal history and 
types of crime.  Jail credit of ten days is often awarded by one judge where an 
offender is sentenced to twenty days on SCRAM tether or ten days in jail.  The 
Gatekeeper ensures the offender is eligible for release and enrolls the offender 
into the SCRAM tether program and removes the tether at the end of the 
sentence.
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ii. Estimate how many jail bed days will be saved due to this program and describe 
how your estimate was calculated:     Using the first half of 2013 as a 
benchmark and projecting jail bed days saved for 2014, at least 3,936 jail bed 
days representing approximately $171,216 at $43.50 per day will be saved due 
to the Gatekeeper program. The actual amount of money saved is closer to 
$342,432 because it costs over twice the DDJR amount of $43.50 to house an 
offender.  Jail bed days saved is exrapolated by subtracting the number of 
days served and any days credited for good time or other creditable factor’s 
from the total number of days the offender was sentenced to serve.  For 
example, if an offender is sentenced to 45 days in jail and has already spent 
ten days in jail and has a three day good time credit and is then released to 
residential treatment the jail bed days saved would be 32 days (45 days 
sentenced minus ten days served minus 3 good time days credited = 32 days).  
Jail bed days saved is also caluclated when an offender chooses to complete 
time on a self pay tether in lieu of time spent in jail.  This is most often 20 days 
on a self-pay SCRAM tether in lieu of serving 10 days in jail which results in ten 
jail bed days saved.

iii. If jail bed days saved can not be calculated, how is impact of this service 
documented?     Click here to enter text.

c. Is this program intended to impact recidivism?     NO
i. If YES, describe how and how it will be measured:       Click here to enter text.

4. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

b. Track jail bed days saved if applicable to your program design.
c. Percentage of program referrals/enrollments originating with the Gatekeeper or JPM 

rather than another source such as probation or a judge.
d. CCIS data will be completely and accurately entered for all PA511-funded program 

enrollments.
5. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program design as you deem 

appropriate.  Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     
Click here to enter text.
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CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     Catholic Charities Substance Abuse Treatment
Service Provider:     Catholic Charities of Livingston County
CCIS Service Type:  G18 - Substance Abuse (Outpatient)
Projected Enrollment:   46
Projected Length of Stay:    180 days

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code:
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to 
enter text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:            
List projected enrollment by member county:      46

GROUP/CLASS DELIVERED PROGRAMMING –
 This form is for program activities delivered primarily through a group or class-type structure.
 When developing eligibility criteria think about what behavior or characteristic in addition to 

addressing PCRs or jail utilization that the program is intended to address.
 Use of individual sessions should be described when asked for.
 New CCIS codes have been established to identify the specialized nature of some programs 

and their populations.
 Cognitive, Substance Abuse Treatment, Sex Offender Treatment, Employment, Life Skills, and 

Domestic Violence programs are all programs that would use this form.
 G00 is an option for “other” group-type programming not specifically identified here (discuss 

with your coordinator first).
 In the future cognitive programs may have separate CCIS codes based on a beginning, 

intermediate or intensive program design.
 It will be recommended that CCABs receive a memorandum of understanding from local 

school districts, substance abuse coordinating councils,  community mental health agencies, 
etc., clarifying what services are or are not available for your targeted populations under their 
existing funding and why/why not PA511 funds are required for these services.  

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

Reduce the prison commitment rate from 21.4% in 2012 to at or below the state rate of 20.7%; Reduce 
Group 2 straddle PCR from 44.1% (60 of 136) to the state rate of 31%; Reduce PV PCR of Group 2 
offenders; Reduce the recidivism rate of Group 2 offenders in Livingston County.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
An offender must have a history of substance abuse and fall into one of the following categories in 
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order to be eligible for this program: 1. The offender must have had three or more court contacts;       
2. Straddle cell offenders; 3. Probation Violators; 4. ASAM criteria of Level I  through Level II; 
EXCLUDED are: violent offenders including homicide, armed robbery, CSC 1 to 4 and arson.

3. Describe the program:
a. Based on what your program is intended to address within your targeted population, 

what are your eligibility (including exclusionary) criteria?  Include requirements for 
assessments and assessment results.       Offenders must score medium to high in 
substance abuse on the COMPAS assessment to be eligible for referral to Catholic 
Charities.  Where an offender does not score high enough for Catholic Charities, the 
COMPAS is reviewed for eligibility into other PA511 programs.  Community Corrections 
Staff then contact the referral informing them of which programs the offender might 
be eligible.

b. Assessment (not screening) is the foundation of evidence-based practices.  Referrals to 
treatment programs should be based upon assessed needs.  Please describe your 
assessment practices below:   Click here to enter text.

i. Is a risk and/or need assessment (includes substance abuse or mental health 
assessment) required prior to referral or admission to this program?      YES, 
Prior to referral COMPAS is completed by Community Corrections Staff and if 
an offender scores 5 or above in risk in substance abuse Livingston County 
Community Corrections refers the offender to Catholic Charities for additional 
assessments.  Catholic Charities screens and assesses to ensure that the 
offender qualifies for treatment before admitting the offender to the Catholic 
Charities substance abuse program.

ii. If an assessment is used, identify the tool: COMPAS
iii. Who completes the assessment?     Community Corrections Staff
iv. Does the substance abuse assessment result in a recommended level of 

treatment per American Society of Addition Medicine (ASAM) criteria?   YES
v. Is there a process to ensure that offenders receive the recommended level of 

treatment per the assessment?     YES Catholic Charities personnel conduct the 
substance abuse assessments and place offenders into appropriate treatment 
modes.  Catholic Charities offers group and individual treatment.  Bills and 
regularly provided progress reports document needed levels of treatment.

c. Are recommendations for the program made in the PSI or PV sentence 
recommendation?       YES     Are required assessments completed prior to the 
recommendation?    Sometimes

d. How else are offenders identified and/or referred to the program?     Occasionally an 
offender does not score out for one program but does score out for another PA511 
program and the referral source is notified so a determination can be made to place 
the offender in the alternate program.

e. Identify who is responsible for confirming eligibility and describe the process.    The 
Community Corrections Specialist administers a COMPAS assessment and confirms 
eligibility based on the results of the COMPAS.

f. Describe your process for addressing referrals not meeting program target/eligibility.     
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Results of assessments for referrals not meeting program target eligibility are 
reviewed for eligibility in other programs whether PA511, selfpay or programs 
available via other funding.  Findings of eligibility are forwarded to the referring 
source and assistance is given where needed to admit offenders to appropriate 
programs.

g. How is CCIS data gathered/entered?     CCIS data is taken from the BIR.  The referring 
probation agent must supply Community Corrections with the BIR and the data is 
manually input into COMPAS.

h. Describe the program design (programs using this description form should be delivered 
primarily through a group or class structure):

i. Name of curriculum (if applicable and please spell out abbreviations).      
Catholic Charities Substance Abuse Treatment

ii. Is the group open or closed?   Open  
iii. What is the minimum/maximum number of participants per group, as identified 

in the curriculum?    One participant per individual therapy session.  Maximum 
of 14 participants per session for group therapy and a maximum of 28 
participants per didactic sessions.  Catholic Charities  is an open group in that 
participants can come into the group as needed.  It is a closed group in the 
sense that it is limited to participants diagnosed with substance abuse issues.  
There may be other individuals through other grant sources that participate in 
the groups but those individuals must have substance abuse issues.

iv. What is anticipated number of groups that will be conducted during the fiscal 
year?    208

v. How many sessions will be completed per group?    On average 20 sessions will 
be needed for participants to master skills.

vi. What is the length of each group session?    1.5 hours
vii. Identify what skills are taught in this program:     Offenders are taught the 

physiological and social effects of substance use and criminal behavior, 
addiction and criminal behavior cycle, problem solving, social networking, 
improving coping ability through skill development, skills to combat recidivism 
and relapse, identifying triggers for use, how to refuse drug/crime offers, skills 
to enhance the ability to use thinking,  reports and journaling, skills to manage 
emotions, skill in reducing conflict and using social skills, skills in evaluating 
consequences, training in establishing priorities and objectives, planning for 
recovery, identifying key persons and resources including self help 
membership.  

viii. Identify if/how participants transition between various phases or treatment 
locations (jail/residential/community) as applicable to your program:     
Referrals are screened through a COMPAS assessment by the Community 
Corrections Specialist.  Where a referral is eligible for Catholic Charities 
Substance Abuse treatment, an apppointment is made with Catholic Charities 
for the referral and the referral self reports to the Catholic Charities site.     

ix. Are individual sessions part of the program?     SOMETIMES
x. If individual sessions are part of the program and billed separately, how many 

individual sessions are anticipated per participant?  Individual sessions could 
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range from two to eight sessions throughout the course of group treatment.
xi. On what basis would individual sessions be used?     Individual sessions are used 

to deal with individual issues that arise which could effect successful program 
participation and completion.  Individual sessions are also used to develop 
treatment plans, solidify an aftercare plan and are used to deal with personal 
comorbid issues that threaten the individuals sobriety or endanger recidivism. 

i. Identify the training or credentials held by your service provider qualifying him/her to 
provide this service:     All therapists have a Master’s degree and corresponding State 
of Michigan license in Social Work, Counseling or Psychology.  All therapists have an 
Advanced Alcohol and Drug Counselor (CAADC) certification. Catholic Charities is 
licensed by the State of Michigan to engage in Substance Abuse and Cooccurring 
Treatment services.  Catholic Charities is COA (Council on Accreditation) accredited.

j. How are delivered services and offender progress and participation documented by the 
service provider?     All sessions and interactions are recorded through individual and 
group notes which indicate individual progress as it relates to individual treatment 
goals.

k. How is offender progress/participation reported to the probation officer or referral 
source?  Include frequency of reporting positive and negative progress and types of 
reports provided such as intake, monthly, termination, etc.     A “Monthly Progress 
Report” is forwarded to probation officers.  These reports include dates of attendance, 
a 15 point evaluation of the probationer’s progress including treatment participation, 
sobriety and risk for recidivism.  The report also includes a section for individual 
therapist comments on the clients treatment. At admission, a CAH-280 MDOC form is 
used to identify those accepted into treatment and at discharge a CFJ-111 MDOC 
discharge form is completed and forwarded to the probation officer.

l. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:      The 
treatment program follows the MDOC criteria and group topics associated with 
dealing with recovery issues and preventing recidivism. Where an offender has 
insurance, their insurance is used rather than using PA511 funding.  Where a person 
does not qualify for services through PA511 or for any services provided by Catholic 
Charities, Catholic Charities will refer the offender to other funding sources so they 
might get the appropriate level of treatment elsewhere.

4. A program must meet at least one of the following objectives and there should be consistency 
between the objectives and strategies identified in Part I of your application, your targeting and 
eligibility noted above and your response here.

a. Will this program reduce prison commitments?      NO
i. If YES, clearly describe how:     Click here to enter text.

b. Will this program impact jail utilization:     NO
i. If YES, clearly describe how jail credit is awarded and documented for this 

program:      Click here to enter text.
ii. Estimate how many jail bed days will be saved due to this program and 

describe how your estimate was calculated:     Click here to enter text.
c. Is this program intended to impact recidivism?     YES

i. If YES, describe how and how it will be measured:     Offenders treated by 
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Catholic Charities will be monitored six months after completion of the 
program and one year after the completion of the program to determine if 
they have engaged in any criminal behavior resulting from substance abuse in
Livingston County via AS400.  In 2011, the success rate for this program was 
91% of those offenders who successfully completed the program.

5. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track jail bed days saved if applicable to your program design.
d. Track successful and unsuccessful terminations from the program.
e. Track the successful /unsuccessful discharge from probation for program 

completions/failures.
6. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program design such as newly 

acquired or improved skills, tests passed, pre/post test results, etc., as you deem appropriate.  
Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

1. Maintain a 65% rate of offenders who complete the contractor’s treatment program or 
achieve key objectives by the time of discharge.  Completion requires attending 75% of the 
program sessions.
2. Maintain a 65% rate of offenders who are participating in AA/NA/Other community based 
self-help or support groups on a regular basis (weekly) by day 30 of treatment.
3. Maintain a 65% rate of unemployed offenders who enrolled in school, vocational and training 
programs or gain employment by completion of treatment.
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CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT)
Service Provider:     Community Corrections Staff – Sam Hunter
CCIS Service Type:  C01 - Cognitive Programming
Projected Enrollment:   48
Projected Length of Stay:    180 days

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code:
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to 
enter text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:            
List projected enrollment by member county:      48

GROUP/CLASS DELIVERED PROGRAMMING –
 This form is for program activities delivered primarily through a group or class-type structure.
 When developing eligibility criteria think about what behavior or characteristic in addition to 

addressing PCRs or jail utilization that the program is intended to address.
 Use of individual sessions should be described when asked for.
 New CCIS codes have been established to identify the specialized nature of some programs 

and their populations.
 Cognitive, Substance Abuse Treatment, Sex Offender Treatment, Employment, Life Skills, and 

Domestic Violence programs are all programs that would use this form.
 G00 is an option for “other” group-type programming not specifically identified here (discuss 

with your coordinator first).
 In the future cognitive programs may have separate CCIS codes based on a beginning, 

intermediate or intensive program design.
 It will be recommended that CCABs receive a memorandum of understanding from local 

school districts, substance abuse coordinating councils,  community mental health agencies, 
etc., clarifying what services are or are not available for your targeted populations under their 
existing funding and why/why not PA511 funds are required for these services.  

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

 Reduce recidivism of Group 2 offenders in Livingston County; Reduce PCR from 21.4 in 2012 to at or 
below the State Rate of 20.7%; Reduce Group 2 Straddle PCR from 44.1 in 2012 to the State Rate of 
31%; Increase enrollment of Group 2 straddle cell & PV offenders in community programs in lieu of 
prison or jail.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
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The target population is non-violent sentenced felons who are straddle cell offenders; probation 
violators; OUIL 3rd and OUIL 2nd; those who score a 5 or above in either violent or general overall risk 
potential, or two areas (Criminal Involvement; Personality/Attitudes; Relationships/Lifestyles; 
Criminal Associations/Peer or Criminal Opportunity on the COMPAS Assessment.

3. Describe the program:
a. Based on what your program is intended to address within your targeted population, 

what are your eligibility (including exclusionary) criteria?  Include requirements for 
assessments and assessment results.       Offenders must score medium to high in 
substance abuse on the COMPAS assessment to be eligible for referral to Catholic 
Charities.  Where an offender does not score high enough for Catholic Charities, the 
COMPAS is reviewed for eligibility into other PA511 programs.  Community Corrections 
Staff then contact the referral informing them of which programs the offender might 
be eligible.

b. Assessment (not screening) is the foundation of evidence-based practices.  Referrals to 
treatment programs should be based upon assessed needs.  Please describe your 
assessment practices below:   Click here to enter text.

i. Is a risk and/or need assessment (includes substance abuse or mental health 
assessment) required prior to referral or admission to this program?      YES, 

ii. If an assessment is used, identify the tool: COMPAS
iii. Who completes the assessment?     Community Corrections Staff
iv. Does the substance abuse assessment result in a recommended level of 

treatment per American Society of Addition Medicine (ASAM) criteria?   NO
v. Is there a process to ensure that offenders receive the recommended level of 

treatment per the assessment?     NA
c. Are recommendations for the program made in the PSI or PV sentence 

recommendation?       YES     Are required assessments completed prior to the 
recommendation?    NO

d. How else are offenders identified and/or referred to the program?     Occasionally an 
offender does not score out for one program but does score out for another PA511 
program. The referral source is notified so a determination can be made to place the 
offender in the alternate program.

e. Identify who is responsible for confirming eligibility and describe the process.    The 
probation agent is first responsible for confirming eligibility into MRT based on the 
offenders criminal history.  Community Corrections Staff is responsible for confirming 
eligibility based on the results of the COMPAS assessment.  Probation Agents send the 
BIR and Order of Probation to Community Corrections with the offender.  Community 
Corrections staff  retain the BIR and Order of Probation in a hard file with the 
offenders name on it.  Community Corrections staff administer the COMPAS and email 
the results to the Probation Agent.  Upon acknowledgement by the agent, where 
eligible, the offender is placed in MRT.

f. Describe your process for addressing referrals not meeting program target/eligibility.     
Referrals not meeting program target eligibility are reviewed for eligibility in other PA 
511 programs, selfpay programs or programs available via other funding.  Findings of 
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eligibility are forwarded to the referring source and assistance is given where needed 
to admit offenders to appropriate programs.

g. How is CCIS data gathered/entered?     CCIS data is taken from the BIR and entered 
manually into COMPAS.  The referring probation agent must supply Community 
Corrections with the BIR.

h. Describe the program design (programs using this description form should be delivered 
primarily through a group or class structure):

i. Name of curriculum (if applicable and please spell out abbreviations).      Moral 
Reconation Therapy (MRT) by Correctional Counseling Inc.

ii. Is the group open or closed?   Open  
iii. What is the minimum/maximum number of participants per group, as identified 

in the curriculum?    Three are the minimum and 15 is the maximum number of 
participants.

iv. What is anticipated number of groups that will be conducted during the fiscal 
year?    52

v. How many sessions will be completed per group?    One session per group
vi. What is the length of each group session?    1.5 hours

vii. Identify what skills are taught in this program:     MRT is a systematic cognitive 
behavioral step-by-step treatment strategy designed to enhance self-image, 
promote growth of a positive, productive identity and facilitate the 
development of higher stages of moral reasoning.  The program is designed to 
help the offender change his/her attitudes, behaviors, beliefs and encourages 
the offender to set goals.  

viii. Identify if/how participants transition between various phases or treatment 
locations (jail/residential/community) as applicable to your program:     This is 
not applicable because there is currently only a community program.     

ix. Are individual sessions part of the program?     NO
x. If individual sessions are part of the program and billed separately, how many 

individual sessions are anticipated per participant?  Not Applicable
xi. On what basis would individual sessions be used?     The MRT facilitator does 

meet with individuals separately but these meetings take place during the 1.5 
hour class at times when participants are individually busy with their studies.

i. Identify the training or credentials held by your service provider qualifying him/her to 
provide this service:     Certification by Correctional Counseling Inc.

j. How are delivered services and offender progress and participation documented by the 
service provider?     Community Corrections facilitators keep attendance logs and 
progress reports that are placed in participants files.

k. How is offender progress/participation reported to the probation officer or referral 
source?  Include frequency of reporting positive and negative progress and types of 
reports provided such as intake, monthly, termination, etc.     Progress and 
participation are reported to the probation officer/referral source twice a month by 
email.  Attendance is reported to the probation agent weekly.  Where an offender fails 
to attend three consecutive classes, the probation agent is notified and the agent 
makes the determination whether the offender should be violated or terminated from 
the program.
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l. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:      Click here to 
enter text.

4. A program must meet at least one of the following objectives and there should be consistency 
between the objectives and strategies identified in Part I of your application, your targeting and 
eligibility noted above and your response here.

a. Will this program reduce prison commitments?      NO
i. If YES, clearly describe how:     Click here to enter text.

b. Will this program impact jail utilization:     NO
i. If YES, clearly describe how jail credit is awarded and documented for this 

program:      Click here to enter text.
ii. Estimate how many jail bed days will be saved due to this program and 

describe how your estimate was calculated:     Click here to enter text.
c. Is this program intended to impact recidivism?     YES

i. If YES, describe how and how it will be measured:     The AS400 will be checked 
at three months, six months and one year to determine if the MRT participant 
has received a new criminal violation.

5. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track jail bed days saved if applicable to your program design.
d. Track successful and unsuccessful terminations from the program.
e. Track the successful /unsuccessful discharge from probation for program 

completions/failures.
6. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program design such as newly 

acquired or improved skills, tests passed, pre/post test results, etc., as you deem appropriate.  
Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

The success of Moral Reconation Therapy is supported by many criminal justice studies.



Program Code Program & Service Type Name of Program
Projected 

Enrollments
Continuations Total in Program

Administration Administration Administration n/a n/a n/a
C01 Cognitive MRT 48 48
G18 Substance Abuse Outpatient Catholic Charities 46 46
I22 Actuarial Assessment NEEDS Assessments 150 150
I22 Actuarial Assessment COMPAS 150 150
F22 Pretrial Assessment Pretrial Assessment 100 100
F23 Pretrial Supervision Pretrial Supervision 25 25
I25 Gatekeeper Gatekeeper 250 250
Z02 DDJR In Jail Assessment DDJR 36 36
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0
 - - 0

Summary of Program Services

LIVINGSTON COUNTY
For:



Position 1

Title:

1040.00 0.50

Program Code/Name CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Duties and Responsibilities

Administration              28,848              28,848 
Oversee formulation, submission, implementation, reimbursement, 
progress and Follow-up of Livingston County PA 511 Community 
Corrections Plan.  Supervise two part time and one full time employee.  

 - -  - 0                       -   

 - -  - 0                       -   

 - -  - 0                       -   

 - -  - 0                       -   

Totals 28,848            -                  -                  -                               28,848 

Title:

1040.00 FTE 
Equivalent:

0.50

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Duties and Responsibilities

Administration              14,159              14,159 
Collect and enter data, maintain files and records, interface with the 
public and stakeholders, set up meetings, record and transcribe meeting 
minutes.

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

Totals 14,159            -                  -                  -                               14,159 

Title:

2080.00 FTE 
Equivalent:

1.00

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Duties and Responsibilities

C01 - MRT              12,605              12,605 
Facilitate One MRT class in the Community. Enter COMPAS information 
on enrollees, create and maintain progress and attendance logs. Report 
progress to probation agents.

I22 - NEEDS Assessments              12,120              12,120 
Making appointments with clients, Conduct NEEDS assessments in jail 
and in the Community, Enter NEEDS information in ADE online program.

I22 - COMPAS              12,120              12,120 
Making appointments with clients, Conduct COMPAS assessments in jail 
and in the Community, Enter COMPAS information in COMPAS system.

I25 - Gatekeeper              36,358                    471              36,829 
Initial screening for eligibility into MRT, Substance Abuse Outpatient and 
Res. Treatment, and other programs, entry of CCIS information and 
subsequent referral and enrollment in programming.

Name of Individual:

Program Cost Descriptions
For:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY

Salary & Wage Costs

Number of Hours Worked Per Year.
(Full Time is 2,080)

Position 2

Administrative Support Megan Rayburn

Community Corrections 
Manager

Diane DeWitt Bockhausen

Number of Hours Worked Per Year.
(Full Time is 2,080)

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Number of Hours Worked Per Year.
(Full Time is 2,080)

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

FTE Equivalent:

Name of Individual:

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Position 3

Community Corrections 
Specialists

Samuel Hunter Jr.Name of Individual:



F23 - Pretrial Supervision                8,242                8,242 
Supervision of pretrial defendants, participation in Drug Court, 
interfacing with Community Corrections Staff regarding Drug Court 
participants and potential programs.

Totals 81,445            -                  -                  471                              81,916 

Title:

1040.00 FTE 
Equivalent:

0.50

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Duties and Responsibilities

F22 - Pretrial Assessment              11,010                8,990              20,000 
Use the Michigan Pretrial Risk Assessment tool to assess inmates who 
have not met bond conditions and gain their release from jail.

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

Totals 11,010            -                  8,990              -                               20,000 

Title:

FTE 
Equivalent:

0.00

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Duties and Responsibilities

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

-                       -   

Totals -                  -                  -                  -                                        -   

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals

G18 - Catholic Charities              40,000              40,000 
 - -  - 0                       -   
 - -  - 0
 - -  - 0
 - -  - 0

Sub - Total 40,000            -                  -                  40,000            

Services Provided:

Terms of Reimbursement:

Substance Abuse Outpatient Treatment

Invoiced & reimbursed monthly at varying prices per the contractual services performed. Intake/Treatment Plan; Intake sessions - Didactic Treatment Planning Sessions $84 face to face per hour per staff limited to one staff per session.  Individual Sessions- $70 per hr. per session. Group Sessions - $26 per hr. per offender with max of 14 participants per session and one staff.  $70 per hour consultation only with prior approval.

Contract 1

Contractual Services

Name of Provider: Livingston County Jail

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Contract 2

Name of Provider: Catholic Charities of Livingston County

Pretrial Assessment Vacant - TBD

Name of Individual:

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Position 5

Name of Individual:

Number of Hours Worked Per Year.
(Full Time is 2,080)

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Number of Hours Worked Per Year.
(Full Time is 2,080)

Position 4



Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals

Z02 - DDJR                7,790                       -                  7,790 
-                       -                         -   
-
-
-

Sub - Total -                  7,790              -                  7,790              

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals

-                       -   
-                       -   

Sub - Total -                  -                  -                  -                  

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals

 - -  - 0                       -   
 - -  - 0                       -   

Sub - Total -                  -                  -                  -                  

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals

-                       -   
-                       -   

Sub - Total -                  -                  -                  -                  

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description

Administration -                  
- -                  
- -                  
- -                  
- -                  
- -                  
- -                  
- -                  

Total                          -                            -                            -                            -                            -   

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description

Administration                   1,000 1,000               Paper, writing supplies, office supplies, toner for copy machine 
I22 - NEEDS Assessments                      900 900                  150 X $6 per NEEDS assessment 
 - -  - 0 -                      
 - -  - 0 -                      
 - -  - 0 -                      
 - -  - 0 -                      
 - -  - 0 -                      
 - -  - 0 -                      

Total                   1,900                            -                            -                            - 1,900              

Supplies

Equipment

Contract 5

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Terms of Reimbursement:

Terms of Reimbursement:

Name of Provider:

Services Provided:

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Services Provided: Housing of sentenced OUIL3

Terms of Reimbursement:

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation

Contract 4

Name of Provider:

Services Provided:

Services Provided:

Contract 3

$43.50/day maximum of $217.50 per offender

Name of Provider:

Terms of Reimbursement:

Funding Sources & Cost Allocation



Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description

Administration                      300 
300                 

 Travel to meetings, training, site visits. Meals where permitted by policy 

- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      

Total                      300                            -                            -                            - 300                 

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description

Administration -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      

Total                            -                            -                            -                            -                            - 

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description

Administration
                     500 Food for Open bimonthly Board Meetings held at noon hour.  Judges 

and other attendees working though lunch to attend this meeting and 
do not have time to get lunch.

 - -  - 0
Total                      500                            -                            -                            -                            - 

Program Code CPS DDJR Local/Other Fee Revenue Totals Description
Administration -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      
- -                      

Total                            -                            -                            -                            -                            - 

Other

Board Expenses

Training

Travel



Program Program Code Funding Request Approved Funding Reserved Funding
Total Funding 

Recommendation

Community Service
Placement A19 -                                -                                
Work Crew - Inmate A25 -                                -                                
Work Crew - Community A26 -                                -                                

Sub-Total -                                -                                -                                -                                
Group-Based Programs

Education B00 -                                -                                
Employment B15 -                                -                                
Life Skills B16 -                                -                                
Cognitive C01 12,605                      -                                
Domestic Violence C05 -                                -                                
Sex Offender C06 -                                -                                
Substance Abuse G18 40,000                      -                                
Other Group Services G00 -                                -                                

Sub-Total 52,605                      -                                -                                -                                
Supervision Programs

Day Reporting D04 -                                -                                
Intensive Supervision D23 -                                -                                
Electronic Monitoring D08 -                                -                                
Pretrial Supervision F23 8,242                        -                                

Sub-Total 8,242                        -                                -                                -                                
Assessment Services

Actuarial Assessment I22 25,140                      -                                
Pretrial Assessment F22 11,010                      -                                

Sub-Total 36,150                      -                                -                                -                                
Gatekeeper

Jail Population Monitor I23 -                                -                                
Gatekeeper I25 36,358                      -                                

Sub-Total 36,358                      -                                -                                -                                
Case Management I24 -                                -                                
Substance Abuse Testing G17 -                                -                                
Other Z00 -                                -                                

Program Total 133,355                   -                                -                                -                                

Administration Total 44,807                      -                                

178,162 0 0 0

Program Program Code Funding Request Approved Funding Reserved Funding
Total Funding 

Recommendation

Assessment & Treatment Services Z01 0
5-Day In Jail Housing Z02 7,790
Residential Servcices Z03 0
Totals 7,790 0 0 0

Drunk Driver Jail Reduction

Total Comprehensive Plans & Services

Comprehensive Plans & Services
LIVINGSTON COUNTY

MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF CORRECTIONS
COMMUNITY ALTERNATIVES

FY 2014 FUNDING PROPOSAL
for
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FY 2014 Program Description
Program Summary Sheet

CCAB:       Livingston County
Select the program code and complete with the local program name.  Clearly describe any acronyms.  
(You do not need to list Residential Services)
Program 1:     C01 - Cognitive – Moral Reconation Therapy (MRT)
Program 2:     G18 - Substance Abuse - Outpatient – Catholic Charities Substance Abuse Treatment Program
Program 3:     I22 - Assessment -NEEDS 
Program 4:     I22 - Assessment - COMPAS
Program 5:     F22 - Pretrial Assessment 
Program 6:     F23 - Pretrial Supervision -
Program 7:     I25 - Gatekeeper -
Program 8:     H20-01 - DDJR 5 Day Housing -
Program 9:     Choose an item.
Program 10:    Choose an item.
Program 11:    Choose an item.
Program 12:    Choose an item.
Program 13:    Choose an item.
Program 14:    Choose an item.
Program 15:    Choose an item.
Program 16:    Choose an item.
Program 17:    Choose an item.
Program 18:    Choose an item.
Program 19:    Choose an item.
Program 20:    Choose an item.
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FY 2014 Program Description  
Supervision Services

CCAB:    Livingston County
Local Program Name:     Pretrial Supervision 
Service Provider:     Community Corrections Staff - Hunter
CCIS Service Type:  F23 - Pretrial Supervision
Projected Enrollment:   25
Projected Length of Stay:    60 days

For OCA Use Only:

Approved CCIS Code
Approved Projected Enrollment:
Budget Recommendation:
Conditions:
Coordinator:

Does this program also use DDJR funding?  NO   If YES, how many OUIL 3rds are projected? Click here to enter 
text.
Program Location (select all that apply): Jail:   Residential:   Community:   
Program Status (new, modification, continuation):    Continuation
If a modification, describe here:           Click here to enter text. 
List projected enrollment by member county:      25

SUPERVISION SERVICES –
 Supervision programs include Day Reporting, Electronic Monitoring, Intensive Supervision and 

Pretrial Supervision.  
 It may be proposed that Day Reporting be eliminated as a program type since service typically 

delivered under DR could be funded under Case Management or Intensive Supervision.
 PA511 funds can not be used to provide Electronic Monitoring Services for MDOC 

probationers unless it is for pretrial supervision of a probationer with a new charge (call your 
grant coordinator for exceptions).

 When developing eligibility criteria, think about what behavior or characteristic in addition to 
addressing PCRs or jail utilization that the program is intended to address.

 Supervision programs are not intended to simply provide access to substance abuse testing 
absent other supervision activities.

 Costs associated with Substance Abuse Testing may be incurred as “supply” costs in this 
program’s budget if testing is part of the program design.

 OCA recommends that an objective pretrial assessment be used before defendants are 
referred for pretrial supervision.

ANSWER ALL QUESTIONS USING “NA” IF NOT APPLICABLE TO THIS PARTICULAR PROGRAM.
The form permits text, uses drop-down options, and permits additional text when a drop-down 
option with further instructions is selected.  Some text entries where longer responses are 
anticipated permit carriage returns [press Enter] to create separate paragraphs.  

1. Copy the objective(s) from your felony and/or jail analysis (Part I) that this program is 
designed to address:      

Reduce ADP and LOS of felons and misdemeanants sentenced after admission. Reduce the recidivism 
rate of Group 2 offenders in Livingston County.

2. Based on your objective(s), what is your target population?
Non-violent felony defendants whose substance abuse is the foundation of their criminal charges 
making them candidates for Drug Court. Non-violent felony offenders and those with high 
misdemeanor charges who are recommended for release by pretrial services and score appropriately 
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Supervision Services

on the Michigan Risk Assessment tool.  

3. Describe the program:
a. Is an assessment or screen required to determine eligibility?         Assessment
b. If an assessment is used then provide the name of the assessment tool: COMPAS (first 

50 questions) and NEEDS for Drug Court Supervision and the Michigan Risk Assessment 
tool for all other defendants.

c. Based on what your program is intended to address within your targeted population, 
what are your eligibility (including exclusionary) criteria?   Be sure to include assessment 
scores if applicable.    Medium to high recidivism score using the first 50 questions of the 
COMPAS assessment. The defendant must score out as needing intensive treatment 
such as residential treatment or medical monitoring on the NEEDS assessment  in order 
to qualify for supervision pending sentencing to Drug Court.    Drug Court participants 
must receive  approval of the local Drug Court Team in addition to scoring as needing 
intensive substance abuse treatment on the NEEDS assessment. Non-violent felony 
offenders and those with high misdemeanor charges (defined as any High-Court 
Misdemeanor offense punishable over 93 days in jail) where they have risk scores of : 
three (average), four (above average), or 5-9 (high) on the Praxis, Defendants charged 
with a violent felony of any risk level where they otherwise qualify for supervision, 
Defendant’s charged with misdemeanors who score four (above average) or 5 to 9 on 
the Praxis.  Exceptions are those defendants who commit a new offense while out on a 
previous bond or those defendants who have been convicted of two felonies withing 
the past five years.

d. Are recommendations for the program made in the PSI or PV sentence 
recommendation?     NO

e. How else are offenders identified and/or referred to the program?     Defendants are 
identified by the prosecutor.  Results of assessments, the defendants criminal history 
and history of substance abuse are discussed by the Drug Court Team. The offender 
may then be accepted into Drug Court and assigned to be supervised by Community 
Corrections until sentencing. Pretrial Supervision may also supervise referrals from the 
Pretrial Assessment program upon indentification 

f. Identify who is responsible for confirming eligibility and describe the process?    
Community Corrections Staff, Sam Hunter, assesses Drug Court candidates using the 
first 50 questions of COMPAS (medium to high recidivism score) and the NEEDS.  
Where the Drug Court inductee scores in need of intensive outpatient treatment, 
residential treatment or medical monitoring, the defendant will be released from jail 
to weekly telephonic or in person supervision pending sentencing to Drug Court.  The 
Drug Court Team is responsible for confirming eligibility of participants to the Drug 
Court program during Drug Court team meetings.The pretrial assessor will identify 
defendants eligible for release from jail who have not met their bond conditions.  The 
pretrial assessor will investigate the defendants circumstances and use the Praxis to 
determine if the defendant is eligible for release to pretrial supervision.

g. Describe your process for addressing referrals not meeting program target/eligibility.     
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Referrals not meeting program target / eligibility will be evaluated for admission into 
other community programs whether PA 511 or not.  Often referrals not meeting 
program eligibility have other issues that prevent them from being placed in 
community programming. Incarcerated defendants who do not meet program 
eligibility will remain in jail. 

h. How is CCIS data gathered/entered?     CCIS Data is gathered by Sam Hunter and 
entered into COMPAS by Hunter or the Office Administrator. CCIS Data for pretrial 
assessment will be entered by the pretrial assessor and Sam Hunter will follow up with 
entry of the supervision aspect of input into CCIS

i. Are offenders supervised through (select all that apply):
Office Visits:        EMS:       TX Reporting:     TX System (e.g. OffenderLink):      Field Contacts:    Other 
(describe):  Click here to enter text.    

j. If using electronic monitoring or other technology (including phone systems) answer and 
clearly explain the following (use NA if not applicable to your program).  NOTE:  The 
MDOC charges $6.50 per day for radio frequency or Sobrietor units with monitoring, or, 
$7.75 per day for both.   

i. What kind of equipment/system:     Click here to enter text.
ii. Vendor for equipment/service:     Click here to enter text.

iii. Cost assessed by the vendor per unit/offender/day (clearly describe):     Click 
here to enter text.

iv. Who does the equipment installation/retrieval?    Click here to enter text.
v. Who sets up schedules and/or monitors compliance?     Click here to enter text     

k. What is the frequency of reporting/contact with the offender?   One time weekly   
l. How is frequency of reporting/contact determined?   Frequency of reporting is set by 

the Drug Court Team.
m. What happens during a typical “report” and how long is it estimated to take?     A typical 

report takes an hour.  The defendant either comes in to the office when in the area for 
random drug testing or reports each Tuesday in person or telephonically.  Potential 
police contact, results of testing, changes in contact information, employment and 
family information are covered where applicable.  The contact is recorded in a file 
retained on the supervised defendant. Those defendants released to pretrial 
supervision may report in person or telephonically.  During a typical report the 
defendant is identified and questioned regarding compliance with bond conditions.  
Any drug test results are checked on line and the jail roster, Judicial Warehouse and AS 
400 the local court records are checked for any signs of criminal activity.  If the 
defendant is on a SCRAM, the SCRAM can be downloaded at that time.  All 
information is recorded in the defendant’s file and where the defendant has a court 
event scheduled within 7 days a written progress report is prepared and sent to the 
presiding judge, the prosecutor and the attorney of record. The report takes about one 
hour.

n. Does the program design include collateral contacts with family, employer, school, 
treatment provider, etc.?     YES Contact with the drug testing site to confirm details of 
tests. Contact is also maintained with the drug court treatment provider.  A drug court 
candidate immediately begins treatment with the drug court treatment group upon 
identification of the defendant as a candidate for drug court and prior to sentencing.  
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Hunter stays in contact with that treatment provider to ensure compliance because 
participation in group treatment is a condition of supervision and Drug Court. There are 
occassions where the family assists the defendant in supervision call in’s where the 
defendant does not have the ability to fully self report.  The attorney of record may be 
contacted where there is a question regarding terms and conditions of bond.

o. Does the program assist offenders with securing identification and/or refer to additional 
social or supportive services?     Defendants are referred to the drug court support 
group. Defendant’s who have AA or NA as part of their bond conditions are provided 
with meeting locations and times.  Defendants without transportation may be 
provided a bicycle at no cost.  

p. Does the program monitor for new criminal activity?     YES The defendant is asked if 
they have any police contact.  The prosecutor monitors AS400 for new criminal 
activity. The pretrial supervisor monitors AS400, the jail roster and the JDW for 
possbile criminal activity by non-drug court defendants.

q. This program    monitors        drug/alcohol testing.          
r. Explain involvement in ‘p’ above including the frequency/cost of testing if provided:     

Drug / alcohol testing is monitored via an online website.  2nd Chance Drug Testing 
provides this service.  Drug testing is paid for by Drug Court after sentencing.  
Defendants must pay for their own drug testing prior to sentencing.

s. How are delivered services and offender progress and participation documented by the 
service provider?     Each defendant has a supervision file maintained by Community 
Corrections.  Participation is documented in the file and reported to the Drug Court 
Team at twice monthly meetings. Participation in non-Drug Court Supervision is also 
maintained in a file with progress reports given to the judge, prosecutor and attorney of 
record where the defendant had a court date within 7 days.  Where a defendant violates 
a bond condition, immediate contact is made with the judicial officer and prosecutor 
detailing the violation.

t. How is offender progress/participation reported to the probation officer or referral 
source?  Include frequency of reporting positive and negative progress and types of 
reports provided such as intake, monthly, termination, etc.      Participation and 
progress are reported at the twice monthly Drug Team meetings unless the defendant 
has an issue such as relapse or police contact and then the violation is reported 
immediately by email or by telephone.  If the defendant is present when the violation 
is discovered the violation will be handled immediately.  Non-Drug Court progress is 
reported where there is a scheduled court event within 7 days of reporting.  A violation 
of bond is immediately reported.

u. Review your answers above.  Summarize other aspects of the program not specifically 
identified above that you feel are critical to understanding this program:     Drug Court is 
an extremely successful program that reduces jail bed days by obtaining the 
defendant’s release from jail to supervision pending sentencing.  Drug Court is also 
successful at reducing recidivism due to the intense nature of supervision  and 
probation.  Much of the success of Drug Court is due to the collaborative efforts of all 
of the Drug Court Team which are representative of the Livingston County Criminal 
Justice Community.  It is imperative that Community Corrections contribute to this 
collaborative effort and teamwork that make Drug Court so successful in reducing 
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recidivism. The 2013 budget reduction caused layoff of the full time pretrial 
investigator.  The reduced 2014 budget will permit Livingston County to hire a part 
time pretrial investigator.  The sheriff department is hoping to provide some funding 
to support addional hours for this position.

4. A program must meet at least one of the following objectives and there should be consistency 
between the objectives and strategies identified in Part I of your application, your targeting and 
eligibility noted above and your response here.

a. Will this program reduce prison commitments?      YES
i. If YES, clearly describe how:     This program will reduce prison commitments 

because a felony substance abuser can be diverted from prison to this 
program.

b. Will this program impact jail utilization:     YES
i. If YES, clearly describe how jail credit is awarded and documented for this 

program:      Jail bed days for this program are determined by subtracting the 
number of days the defendant was on supervision from the total number of 
days between arrest and sentencing. 

ii. Estimate how many jail bed days will be saved due to this program and 
describe how your estimate was calculated:     There is a potential for saving 
1,050 jail bed days.

c. Is this program intended to impact recidivism?     YES
i. If YES, describe how and how it will be measured:      Participants are 

monitored to determine if they reoffend.  Drug Court keeps accurate long term 
records on the recidivism of Drug Court candidates. Community Corrections 
will track successful/unsuccessful defendants on Drug Court supervision. 

5. PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT:  At Midyear and Year end you are required  to report on the 
status of the following Key Performance Indicators, at a minimum:

a. OCA recommends that 75% of PA511 funded program enrollees are from this program’s 
primary target population.  This discourages net-widening and focuses on populations in 
support of your objective(s).      

b. Track the changes in PCRs, ADP and/or LOS based upon your program objectives per 
Part I.  This will reflect status toward achievement of your objective(s).

c. Track jail bed days saved if applicable to your program design.
d. Track successful and unsuccessful terminations from the program.
e. Track the successful /unsuccessful discharge from probation for program 

completions/failures.
6. Develop additional performance indicators based on your program design such as securing of 

identification, completion of other monitored programs and conditions, etc., as you deem 
appropriate.  Contact your grant coordinator for assistance if necessary.     

   Click here to enter text  



Memorandum
To: LIVINGSTON COUNTY BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

From: DIANE BOCKHAUSEN, MANAGER

LIVINGSTON COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

Date: JUNE 5, 2013

Re: RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING SUBMISSION OF THE 2014 
LIVINGSTON COUNTY COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS GRANT 
APPLICATION, AGREEMENT AND OTHER SUPPORTING 
DOCUMENTS - COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

The Michigan Department of Corrections (MDOC), Office of Community Alternatives (OCA) is accepting 
submission of grant applications from Community Corrections Advisory Boards as set forth in 
Public Act 511.  Attached is an application requesting grant funding for described programming 
and administration for the grant year commencing October 1, 2013 and ending September 30, 2014.  
MDOC OCA has indicated that the grant award for 2014 will not exceed $178,162 for basic 
programming and administration not including Residential Treatment Services or Drunk Driver Jail 
Reduction (DDJR) funds. The availability for Residential Treatment Services for eligible PA511 
offenders continues to be as needed with no mandated cap.  Drunk Driver Jail Reduction funds 
(reimbursed at $43.50 per day for up to 5 days of incarceration post conviction) remains at $7,790.

The Community Corrections Advisory Board is meeting/has met at 12:15 p.m. June 12, 2013 to consider the 
terms of the grant.  The grant application is due for submission to MDOC June 14, 2013.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF COMMUNITY CORRECTIONS

200 S. Highlander Way Howell, MI 48843
Phone 517-540-7620 Fax 517-546-8358

Web Site: communitycorrections@co.livingston.mi.us



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING BLANKET PURCHASE ORDERS WITH NORTH EASTERN UNIFORM 
& EQUIPMENT, INC. FOR UNIFORMS AND UNIFORM EQUIPMENT – Sheriff’s Department / EMS / 
Public Safety Committee / Finance Committee

WHEREAS, Both the Sheriff’s Department and EMS Department have a need to provide uniforms and necessary uniform 
equipment for their personnel; and

WHEREAS, the Purchasing Department released an Invitation to Bid on the MITN e-procurement site, and seventy-four 
vendors were notified; and

WHEREAS, four (4) bids were received, tabulated, and reviewed; and

WHEREAS, through the competitive bid process, North Eastern Uniforms & Equipment of Saline, Michigan, has been 
determined to be a responsive, responsible vendor; and

WHEREAS, pricing will be firm for a 2-year period with an option to renew for an additional two (2) years not to exceed 
four (4) years; and

WHEREAS, expenditures for uniforms and uniform equipment have been planned and budgeted in their 2013 budgets; 
and 

WHEREAS, annual requirements for uniforms and uniform equipment will be subject to the availability of appropriated 
funds.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby approves Blanket Purchase 

Orders issued to North Eastern Uniform & Equipment, Inc, 1400 E. Michigan Ave. Suite F, Saline, MI  

48176 for uniforms and uniform equipment for the Sheriff’s Department and EMS Department with an 

option for one 2-year renewal, upon written notice, at the County discretion, for a total contract period not to 

exceed four (4) years, noting the County reserves the right to cancel at any time for just cause.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED Livingston County Board of Commissioners authorizes the Blanket Purchase Order for a two 

(2) year period for an amount not to exceed $30,000 annually, for the Sheriff’s Department with 2013 being 

prorated for $8,000.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED Livingston County Board of Commissioners authorizes the Blanket Purchase Order for a two 

(2) year period for an amount not to exceed $45,000 annually, for the EMS Department with 2013 being 

prorated for $26,000.

# # #

MOVED:             

SECONDED:       

CARRIED:          



PRICING PAGE - EMS DEPARTMENT

PRICING PAGE - EMS DEPARTMENT
UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED

QTY PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE
i.)  EMS UNIFORM

50 310 1.) Elbeco #310 Shirt long sleeve  (Mens) 33.50$              1,675.00$               34.00$                 1,700.00$             39.99$                  1,999.50$              NO BID -$                         

50 3310 2.) Elbeco #3310 Shirt short sleeve (Mens) 30.50$              1,525.00$               30.50$                 1,525.00$             36.99$                  1,849.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 9310 3.) Elbeco #9310 Shirt  long sleeve (Womens) 33.50$              1,675.00$               34.00$                 1,700.00$             39.99$                  1,999.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 9810 4.) Elbeco #9810 Shirt short sleeve (Womens) 30.50$              1,525.00$               34.00$                 1,700.00$             36.99$                  1,849.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 42280 5.) Fechheimer #42280 Pants(Mens) 69.90$              3,495.00$               63.75$                 3,187.50$             69.99$                  3,499.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 32230 6.) Fechheimer #32230 Pants(Mens) 49.90$              2,495.00$               44.00$                 2,200.00$             48.99$                  2,449.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 35223 7.) Fechheimer #35223 Pants(Womens) 69.90$              3,495.00$               44.00$                 2,200.00$             69.99$                  3,499.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 35233 8.) Fechheimer #35233 Pants(Womens) 49.90$              2,495.00$               44.00$                 2,200.00$             48.99$                  2,449.50$              NO BID -$                         

Sub Total 18,380.00$            16,412.50$          19,596.00$           -$                         
j.)  HATS

50 125 1.) Blauer #125 knit watch cap 14.00$              700.00$                  12.50$                 625.00$                13.99$                 699.50$                NO BID -$                         
k.)  JACKETS & SWEATERS

1 9810Z 1.) Blauer #9810Z Jacket Supervisor 3 season 162.50$            162.50$                  154.50$              154.50$                177.99$                177.99$                 NO BID -$                         

1 Pair ·        1/4" Gold bullion stripes 1/2 way around both sleeves 17.00$              17.00$                     7.00$                   7.00$                      22.00$                  22.00$                    NO BID -$                         

1 Each ·        Gold bullion service star on Navy, left sleeve only 5.00$                 5.00$                       3.00$                   3.00$                      4.00$                     4.00$                      NO BID -$                         

50 Each ·        Zip-Rip - Safety Vest, Fl. Yellow W/"EMS" Blk Ltrs. 22.00$              1,100.00$               31.00$                 1,550.00$             74.99$                  3,749.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 9840Z 2.) Blaure Waist Lenght w/Illuminate Jacket 380.00$            19,000.00$            299.00$              14,950.00$          379.99$                18,999.50$           NO BID -$                         
2 13750 3.) Elbeco #13750 Double breasted dress coat 175.00$            350.00$                  178.95$              357.90$                209.99$                419.98$                 NO BID -$                         

1 Pair ·        1/4" Silver Rayon 1/2 way around both sleeves 15.00$              15.00$                     8.00$                   8.00$                      22.00$                  22.00$                    NO BID -$                         

1 Pair ·        1/4" Gold Bullion Rayon stripes 1/2 way around both sleeves 17.00$              17.00$                     8.00$                   8.00$                      22.00$                  22.00$                    NO BID -$                         

1 Each ·        Silver Rayon service star on Navy, left sleeve only 4.00$                 4.00$                       2.50$                   2.50$                      4.00$                     4.00$                      NO BID -$                         

1 Each ·        Gold Bullion Rayon service star on Navy, left sleeve only 5.00$                 5.00$                       3.00$                   3.00$                      4.00$                     4.00$                      NO BID -$                         
50 3804 4.) Elbeco #3804 Jacket meridian series 88.00$              4,400.00$               90.00$                 4,500.00$             107.99$                5,399.50$              NO BID -$                         
50 210 5.) Blauer #210 Sweater rib knit 78.00$              3,900.00$               71.25$                 3,562.50$             97.99$                  4,899.50$              NO BID -$                         

Sub Total 28,975.50$            25,106.40$          33,723.97$           -$                         
l.)  LEATHER EQUIPMENT

50 6425 1.) Boston 1-1/4 Feathered Edge Dress Belt 24.00$              1,200.00$               24.00$                 1,200.00$             29.99$                  1,499.50$              22.43$             1,121.50$               
m.)  ACCESSORIES 

3 941 1.) Bates #941 Shoes Hi-gloss 79.90$              239.70$                  77.00$                 231.00$                99.99$                  299.97$                 87.69$             263.07$                  

3 45055 2.) Clip-on tie #45055 4.95$                 14.85$                     4.00$                   12.00$                   3.99$                     11.97$                    3.44$                10.32$                     
3 45015 3.) Clip-on tie #45015 4.95$                 14.85$                     4.00$                   12.00$                   3.99$                     11.97$                    3.44$                10.32$                     

3 45045 4.) Clip-on tie #45045 4.95$                 14.85$                     4.00$                   12.00$                   3.99$                     11.97$                    3.56$                10.68$                     

3 45054 5.) Clip-on tie #45045 5.25$                 15.75$                     4.00$                   12.00$                   3.99$                     11.97$                    4.19$                12.57$                     

100 B1496-PAR 6.) Shirt Badge # B1496-PAR 47.00$              4,700.00$               50.00$                 5,000.00$             49.99$                  4,999.00$              40.00$             4,000.00$               

3 B1496-SUP 7.)  Shirt badge # B1496-SUP 52.50$              157.50$                  56.55$                 169.65$                59.99$                  179.97$                 49.00$             147.00$                  

100 V.H.B. - Pair 8.) Brass collar pins #V.H.B. - SILVER 19.50$              1,950.00$               7.95$                   795.00$                24.99$                  2,499.00$              NO BID -$                         
12 V.H.B.  - Pair 9.) Brass collar pins # V.H.B. - GOLD 20.50$              246.00$                  8.25$                   99.00$                   24.99$                  299.88$                 NO BID -$                         

Sub Total 38,724.20$            34,605.40$          45,830.44$           1,384.57$               

n.) FOOTWEAR

2 E02788 1.) Bates GX-8 Goretex Side Zip boot (Women) 112.50$            225.00$                  108.50$              217.00$                129.99$                259.98$                 111.45$           222.90$                  

Priority One EmergencyEnterprise Uniform Co.

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

North Eastern Uniforms & 
Equipment, Inc.

NYE Uniform Company



2 E02900 2.) Bates Delta 9 Goretex Side Zip boot (Men) 147.50$            295.00$                  142.80$              285.60$                179.99$                359.98$                 146.25$           292.50$                  
2 E02905 3.) Gates Delta 6 Goretex Side Zip Boot (Men) 134.50$            269.00$                  130.20$              260.40$                164.99$                329.98$                 133.60$           267.20$                  

2 E02766 4.) Bates GX 4 Goretex boot (Women) 99.50$              199.00$                  95.55$                 191.10$                119.99$                239.98$                 98.44$             196.88$                  

2 22600 5.) Danner Acadia 8" Insulated (M&W) 298.00$            596.00$                  228.00$              456.00$                289.99$                579.98$                 255.87$           511.74$                  

2 21210 6.) Danner Acadia 8" NON Insulated (M&W) 289.00$            578.00$                  220.00$              440.00$                279.99$                559.98$                 2,244.38$       4,488.76$               

2 42996 7.) Danner Striker II GTX 6" (Men) 193.00$            386.00$                  165.00$              330.00$                189.99$                379.98$                 165.31$           330.62$                  
2 42970 8.) Danner Striker II 45 GTX 6" (Women) 193.00$            386.00$                  152.00$              304.00$                169.99$                339.98$                 143.44$           286.88$                  

Sub Total 2,934.00$               2,484.10$             3,049.84$              

O.)  Misc.

1 8025-T 1.) Game Job Shirt w/Embroidery 40.50$              40.50$                     38.25$                 38.25$                   48.99$                  48.99$                    47.50$             47.50$                     

1 Belt 2.) Edwards Belt (Women) BK00-10 14.90$              Discontinued -$                       16.99$                  13.69$             13.69$                     
1 8576L 3.) Edwards Plan Front Easy Chino (Women) 25.50$              25.50$                     23.00$                 23.00$                   28.99$                  28.99$                    22.43$             22.43$                     

1 5750 4.) Edwards Cotton Plus Twill shirt (Women) 17.50$              17.50$                     16.75$                 16.75$                   23.99$                  23.99$                    16.18$             16.18$                     

1 6430 5.) School Apparel - Sweater (Women) 26.50$              26.50$                     29.25$                 29.25$                   37.99$                  37.99$                    NO BID -$                         

1 J2 6.) Name Badge - Shirt 8.50$                 8.50$                       9.00$                   9.00$                      9.99$                     9.99$                      NO BID -$                         
1 J3 7.) Name Badge - Coat 8.50$                 8.50$                       9.00$                   9.00$                      9.99$                     9.99$                      NO BID -$                         

Sub Total 127.00$                  125.25$                110.95$                 52.30$                     

Grand Total 90,913.70$            80,433.40$          104,399.25$         2,506.07$               

Discount off Catalog pricing 5% YES - VARIES

Extendable Contract YES NO NO YES

Delivery Lead Time After Receipt of Order (ARO) 7-30 DAYS
Comments: see bid for attached sheet for 

oversize charges; Dept to supply all 
Emblems

see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept to supply all 
Emblems

see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept to supply all 
Emblems

see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept to supply all 
Emblems



ITB-LC-13-06 - Uniforms

PRICING PAGE - SHERIFF'S DEPARTMENT

UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED UNIT EXTENDED
QTY PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE PRICE

a.)  CLASS "A" UNIFORMS

12 32213mich 1)   Fechheimer # 32213mich PANTS 85.50$         1,026.00$       89.00$        1,068.00$        89.99$      1,079.88$       No Bid -$                
2)   DELETE

12 3300DB 3)  Fechheimer  #95R6694 SHIRTS short sleeve 43.00$         516.00$          39.00$        468.00$           44.99$      539.88$           No Bid -$                

12 3000DB 4)   Fechheimer #45W6694 - SHIRTS long sleeve 47.00$         564.00$          44.00$        528.00$           48.99$      587.88$           No Bid -$                

12 210 5)   Blauer #210 full rib knit sweater 39.50$         474.00$          n/a 69.99$      839.88$           No Bid -$                

Sub Total: 2,580.00$     2,064.00$      3,047.52$      -$               

12 b.)  FATIGUE UNIFORMS

12 74280 1.)  5.11 Tactile TDU Pant - Black #74280 pants 43.50$         522.00$          44.99$        539.88$           44.99$      539.88$           35.00$        420.00$         

12 72175 2.)  5.11Taclite Pro Long Sleeve Shirt #72175 - Black 46.50$         558.00$          44.99$        539.88$           49.99$      599.88$           41.00$        492.00$         

12 71175 3.)  5.11 Tactile Pro Short Sleeve shirt #71175 - Black 46.50$         558.00$          44.99$        539.88$           49.99$      599.88$           41.00$        492.00$         

Sub Total: 1,638.00$     1,619.64$      1,739.64$      1,404.00$    

12 c.)  HONOR GUARD UNIFORMS

12 LCSDBL01 1.)  Fechheimer #LCSDBLO1 Blousecoat 550.00$       6,600.00$       425.00$      5,100.00$        699.99$    8,399.88$       No Bid -$                

12 HS-2136 2.)  Horace Small #HS-2136 - Pant 59.50$         714.00$          42.50$        510.00$           57.99$      695.88$           No Bid -$                

12 P5400 3.)  Shoulder Strap - Premier Emblem #P5400 8.75$            105.00$          8.50$           102.00$           10.99$      131.88$           7.20$           86.40$            

12 P8008 4.)  Hat Tassel - Premier Emblem P8008 6.00$            72.00$             6.00$           72.00$              8.99$         107.88$           5.00$           60.00$            

12 2184 5.)  Rocky - #2184 - Boots sub 102.50$      1,230.00$        119.99$    1,439.88$       No Bid -$                

12 X7 6.)  Keystone Uniform #X7 - Hat 117.00$       1,404.00$       119.00$      1,428.00$        124.99$  1,499.88$      No Bid -$                

Sub Total: 8,895.00$     8,442.00$      12,275.28$   146.40$        
d.)  HATS

12 MSPW 1.)  Keystone #MSPW patrol dress cap 69.00$         828.00$          47.00$        564.00$           89.99$     1,079.88$      No Bid -$                

12 125 2.)   Blauer #125 knit watch cap 14.50$         174.00$          12.50$        150.00$           14.99$      179.88$           No Bid -$                

12 107 3.)   Blauer #107 rain cover cap 10.00$         120.00$          8.00$           96.00$              9.99$         119.88$           No Bid -$                

Sub Total: 1,122.00$     810.00$          1,379.64$      -$               

e.)  JACKETS

12 6120 1.)  Blauer #6120 winter bomber jacket 125.00$       1,500.00$       101.25$      1,215.00$        144.99$    1,739.88$       No Bid -$                

12 26990 2.)  Blauer #26990 raincoat 108.50$       1,302.00$       91.00$        1,092.00$        119.99$    1,439.88$       No Bid -$                

12 48017 3.)  5 in 1 Jacket #48107 224.00$       2,688.00$       139.99$      1,679.88$        249.99$    2,999.88$       200.00$      2,400.00$      

12 48103 4.)  Signature duty Jacket #48103 189.00$       2,268.00$       179.99$      2,159.88$        199.99$    2,399.88$       168.00$      2,016.00$      

Sub Total: 7,758.00$     6,146.76$      8,579.52$      4,416.00$    

f.)  LEATHER EQUIPMENT

PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION

Priority One EmergencyEnterprise Uniform Co.
North Eastern Uniforms 

& Equipment, Inc.
NYE Uniform Company
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ITB-LC-13-06 - Uniforms

12 7500 1.) Boston #7500 Leather belt keeper pack 12.95$         155.40$          12.95$        155.40$           16.99$      203.88$           11.95$        143.40$         

12 1621T 2.) Duty-Man #1621T garrison pant belt 18.50$         222.00$          17.95$        215.40$           21.99$      263.88$           18.56$        222.72$         

12 1021U 3.) Duty-Man #1021Ugun belt 45.50$         546.00$          34.00$        408.00$           43.99$      527.88$           38.11$        457.32$         

12 2421 4.) Duty-Man #2421 belt keepers 1.85$            22.20$             2.75$           33.00$              2.99$         35.88$             2.65$           31.80$            

12 3621 5.) Duty-Man #3621 Aerosol Holder 15.50$         186.00$          15.00$        180.00$            $        17.99 215.88$           15.70$        188.40$         

12 8421 6.) Duty-Man #8421 double handcuff case 29.50$         354.00$          16.95$        203.40$           24.99$      299.88$           22.00$        264.00$         

12 8521 7.) Duty-Man #8521 double magazine holder 24.50$         294.00$          16.50$        198.00$           21.99$      263.88$           18.91$        226.92$         

3.75 3521 8.) Duty-Man #3521 double wide keeper 5.50$            20.63$             3.75$           14.06$               $          5.99 22.46$             4.60$           17.25$            

12 2821 9.) Duty-Man #2821 flashlight holder 18.50$         222.00$          16.50$        198.00$           21.99$      263.88$           18.00$        216.00$         

12 3021 10.) Duty-Man #3021 flashlight ring 9.50$            114.00$          6.00$           72.00$              5.99$         71.88$             5.55$           66.60$            

12 3421 11.) Duty-Man #3421 glove case 9.50$            114.00$          12.50$        150.00$           14.99$      179.88$           13.36$        160.32$         

12 2021 12.) Duty-Man #2021key flap 10.75$         129.00$          9.00$           108.00$           10.99$      131.88$           10.20$        122.40$         

12 4121 13.) Duty-Man #4121 radio holder 21.50$         258.00$          16.25$        195.00$           18.99$      227.88$           16.45$        197.40$         

12 8821 14.) Duty-Man #8821 single handcuff holder 19.50$         234.00$          15.50$        186.00$           18.99$      227.88$           16.89$        202.68$         

12 110-B956 15.) Perfect fit #110-B956 badge wallet 18.50$         222.00$          21.00$        252.00$           22.99$      275.88$           16.89$        202.68$         

12 105-B956 16.) Perfect fit #105-B956 badge wallet 24.50$         294.00$          21.00$        252.00$           29.99$      359.88$           22.19$        266.28$         

Sub Total: 3,387.23$     2,820.26$      3,572.66$      2,986.17$    

12 g.)  ACCESSORIES

12 90063 1.)  Samuel Boome with buttons tie 4.95$            59.40$             4.00$           48.00$              3.99$         47.88$             3.25$           39.00$            

12 718 2.)  Premier #718 Emblem SGT Stripes 2.50$            30.00$             2.50$           30.00$              2.99$         35.88$             2.00$           24.00$            

12 3.)  Name strip  for fatigue shirt 3.50$            42.00$             4.50$           54.00$              3.99$         47.88$             8.00$           96.00$            

12 4) Lieutenant Bar Patch for Collar 2.00$            24.00$             1.50$           18.00$              2.49$         29.88$             7.69$           92.28$            

12 8119 5.)  Blauer #8119 Mock T-Neck Dickey 10.75$         129.00$          8.00$           96.00$              11.99$      143.88$           No Bid -$                

12 8110 6.)  Blauer #8110 Mock Turtleneck 25.50$         306.00$          19.00$        228.00$           28.99$      347.88$           No Bid -$                

12 13240010 7.)  Blackinton #13240010 collar brass (Pair) 28.50$         342.00$          18.00$        216.00$           34.99$      419.88$           25.75$        309.00$         

12 A8085B 8.)  Blackinton # A8085BAmerican Flag Pin, Hi-Glo 14.50$         174.00$          9.50$           114.00$           17.99$      215.88$           13.25$        159.00$         

12 FLB-NCD-1 9.)  Empire Battery #FLB-NCD-1rechargeable battery stick 12.85$         154.20$          17.00$        204.00$           20.99$      251.88$           No Bid -$                

12 75811 10.)   Streamlight Stinger #75811 Flashlight DS LED 124.50$       1,494.00$       112.95$      1,355.40$        109.99$    1,319.88$       110.74$      1,328.88$      

12 11.1)   Streamlight TLR-1 Rail Mount Weapon Light 128.00$       1,536.00$       94.99$        1,139.88$        127.99$    1,535.88$       111.13$      1,333.56$      

12
12.1)  Mag Charger RE 1019 D Cell NiMH Battery Rechargeable 
Flashlight 112.50$       1,350.00$       111.75$      1,341.00$        109.99$    1,319.88$       No Bid -$                

12 V313EP 13.)  Blackinton #V313EPWhistle Chain 16.75$         201.00$          12.00$        144.00$           18.99$      227.88$           15.05$        180.60$         

12 PR-4710 14.)  Peerless #PR-4710 Handcuffs (Chain Link) 26.50$         318.00$          28.00$        336.00$           25.99$      311.88$           22.36$        268.32$         

12 J2 15.)  Blackinton #J2 2-line name bar 8.50$            102.00$          9.50$           114.00$           9.99$         119.88$           7.63$           91.56$            

12 J6 16.) Blackinton #J6 “Serving Since” bar 8.50$            102.00$          9.50$           114.00$           9.99$         119.88$           7.63$           91.56$            

12 B956-COM 17.1) Blackinton #B956-COM basic badge 71.50$         858.00$           $          69.00 828.00$            $        84.99 1,019.88$        $          50.54 606.48$         

12 B956-DEP 17.2) Blackinton #B956-DEP basic badge 71.50$         858.00$           $          69.00 828.00$            $        84.99 1,019.88$        $          50.54 606.48$         
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12 B303-B546-COM 18.1) Blackinton #B303-B546-COM hat badge 67.50$         810.00$           $          89.99 1,079.88$        89.99$      1,079.88$       35.63$        427.56$         

12 B303-B546-DEP 18.2) Blackinton #B303-B546-DEP hat badge 89.00$         1,068.00$        $          89.99 1,079.88$        89.99$      1,079.88$       35.63$        427.56$         

Sub Total: 9,367.20$     8,894.04$      10,042.32$   5,830.56$    

12 h.)  NYLON DUTY GEAR

12 7235 1.)  Bianchi Accumold #7235 Nylon Belt System 85.90$         1,030.80$       82.25$        987.00$           86.99$      1,043.88$       76.16$        913.92$         

12 7302 2.)  Bianchi Accumold #7302 Double Mag Pouch 26.50$         318.00$          24.50$        294.00$           27.99$      335.88$           23.59$        283.08$         

12 7311 3.)  Bianchi Accumold #7311 Flashlight Holder 20.50$         246.00$          18.55$        222.60$           20.99$      251.88$           18.15$        217.80$         

12 7326 4.) Bianchi Accumold #7326 Flashlight Holder 11.75$         141.00$          11.26$        135.12$           11.99$      143.88$           10.53$        126.36$         

12 7307 5.)  Bianchi Accumold #7307 Mace/OC Holder 16.50$         198.00$          14.95$        179.40$           16.99$      203.88$           14.60$        175.20$         

12 7328 6.)  Bianchi Accumold #7328 Glove Pouch 14.50$         174.00$          12.95$        155.40$           14.99$      179.88$           12.56$        150.72$         

12 7300 7.)  Bianchi Accumold #7300 Single Cuff Case 17.75$         213.00$          16.50$        198.00$           18.99$      227.88$           15.95$        191.40$         

12 7302 8.)  Bianchi Accumold #7302 Double Mag Pouch 26.75$         321.00$          24.50$        294.00$           27.99$      335.88$           23.59$        283.08$         

12 227 9.)  Safariland #277 Quad Mag Pouch 39.50$         474.00$          35.50$        426.00$           38.99$      467.88$           35.29$        423.48$         

12 7323 10.)   Bianchi Accumold #7323 Radio Holder 30.50$         366.00$          28.25$        339.00$           31.99$      383.88$           27.31$        327.72$         

Sub Total: 3,481.80$     3,230.52$      3,574.80$      3,092.76$    
Grand Total: 38,229.23$  34,027.22$   44,211.38$   17,875.89$ 

Discount off Catalog pricing 5% 30% 0% Yes - Varies

Extendable Contract YES No No YES

Delivery Lead Time After Receipt of Order (ARO) 7-30 DAYS

Comments: see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept. to 
supply all Emblems

see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept. to 
supply all Emblems

see bid for attached sheet 
for oversize charges; Dept. 
to supply all Emblems; 
BLUE font = substitutions

see bid for attached sheet for 
oversize charges; Dept. to 
supply all Emblems
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Memorandum

To: Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Jana Daroczy, CPPB

Date: June 19, 2013

Re: BLANKET PURCHASE ORDERS FOR UNIFORM AND UNIFORM EQUIPMENT

Purchasing released an Invitation to Bid (ITB), for UNIFORM AND UNIFORM EQUIPMENT for the Sheriff’s 
Department and EMS Department.  The ITB outlined the products required to outfit both the Sheriff and 
EMS personnel.  The ITB was posted on the MITN e-procurement website and seventy-four vendors 
were notified and received four (4) bids.  

Bids were tabulated and reviewed with North Eastern Uniforms & Equipment, Inc., of Saline, Michigan 
being the overall lowest bidder.  Per the terms of the bid, contract pricing will be firm for 2-years with an 
option to renew for an additional 2-year period, not to exceed 4-years.  Funds are available in the 2013 
budget for uniforms and uniform equipment and the annual expenditures cannot exceed the availability 
of appropriated funds.

North Eastern Uniforms & Equipment, Inc., currently services the Sheriff’s Department and has been 
providing products as specified, on-time, with an emphasis on customer service.  

We are requesting two Blanket Purchase Orders be issued to North Eastern Uniforms & Equipment, 
one issued by the Sherriff’s Department not to exceed $30,000 annually with 2013 budget being 
prorated for $8,000.  Another Blanket Purchase Order issued by the EMS Department not to exceed 
$45,000 annually with 2013 budget being prorated for $26,000.

Therefore, we are asking that the attached resolution be approved.  All bids submitted in response to 
the ITB are available in the Purchasing Office for review.  

I am available to answer any questions you may have, and can be reached at 517-540-8740.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF PURCHASING

304 E. Grand River Avenue Suite 204
Howell MI 48843

Telephone: (517) 540-8740
FAX: (517) 546-7266



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING LIVINGSTON COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS TO ENTER 
INTO A REPLICATION SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH FIDLAR 
TECHNOLOGIES / REGISTER OF DEEDS - FINANCE - FULL BOARD

WHEREAS, Register of Deeds is looking into entering into a Replication Software License Agreement 

with Fidlar Technologies; and 

WHEREAS, any agreement or contract involving any department within the county must be approved 

by the Livingston County Board of Commissioners; and 

WHEREAS, Livingston county policy also wants the agreements signed by the Chair of the Board of 

Commissioners; and 

WHEREAS, the initial cost involved with this Replication Software License Agreement of $2,500.00 

for a one time purchase of off site data replication and $750.00/quarter for a total of 

$3,000.00 for the first year will be paid out of the Register of Deeds Automation Fund 

256-268; and 

WHEREAS, the future projected revenue resulting from the Replication data will more than cover the 

$3,000.00 per year ($750.00/quarter) fee involved and bring additional funds in through 

the Register of Deeds office in increased revenue for the county’s general fund; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

approves this Resolution to allow the Replication Software License Agreement to be 

signed between Fidlar Technologies and Livingston County Register of Deeds and the 

Chair of the Livingston County Board of Commissioners who is authorized to sign all 

forms, upon review by Civil Counsel.

# # #

MOVED:

SECONDED:

CARRIED:



Memorandum

To: Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Sally Reynolds

Date: 06/19/2013

Re: RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING LIVINGSTON COUNTY REGISTER OF DEEDS TO 

ENTER INTO A REPLICATION SOFTWARE LICENSE AGREEMENT WITH FIDLAR 

TECHNOLOGIES / REGISTER OF DEEDS - FINANCE - FULL BOARD

Dear Board of Commissioners

I would like Livingston County Register of Deeds to enter into a Replication Software License 
Agreement with Fidlar Technologies, my present software vendor.  It would be a replication of 
the images and data from our present Production system.  
  
The costs involved with putting this agreement in place $2,500.00 for the off-site data replication 
and the $3,00.00 for the first year would be totally funded by the Register of Deeds Automation 
Fund 101.256.268 as it is updating technology to improve access to our recorded documents, and 
therefore would not come out of the general fund dollars or be an expense to the county.  
I feel the revenue that will be generated by the Register of Deeds for Livingston County through 
this Replication process will more than cover the yearly costs involved in maintaining the data.   

Below I have included the Fidlar Technologies projected Annual Laredo and Tapestry Revenue 
that could possibly be new revenue for the County from the Register of Deeds Replication data 
in addition to what we already receive from LivingstonLive.org on-line services. 

Livingston County, MI
Projected Annual Laredo and Tapestry Revenue

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF REGISTER OF DEEDS

200 E GRAND RIVER AVE, HOWELL, MI 48843
Phone 517.546.8823 Fax 517.546.5966 

Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



Laredo Revenue

Based on study of current Fidlar counties using Laredo & Tapestry

Livingston County can expect 35 subscribers to Laredo.

45% of users (16) will fall within the 1st (A) level of Minute Plans
31% of users (11) will fall within the 2nd (B), 3rd (C) and 4th (D) levels of Minute Plans
24% of users (8) will fall with the last (D) level of Minute Plans

Laredo Monthly Plans Net Revenue to County
A 0-250 minutes $30/mo
B 251-500 minutes $60/mo
C 501-1000 minutes $110/mo
D 1001-2000 minutes $192/mo
E 2001 and up $285/mo

County revenue of 1st (A) level of Minute Plans = $30 per month
Average County revenue of 2nd (B), 3rd (C) and 4th (D) levels of Minute Plans = $121 per month 
County revenue of last level (E) of Minute Plans = $285 per month

16 subscribers at $30 per month = $480 x 12 months = $5,760/yr
11 subscribers at $121 per month = $1,331 x 12 months = $15,972/yr
8 subscribers at $285 per month = $2,280 x 12 months = $27,360/yr

Total Projected Annual Laredo Revenue = $49,092

Tapestry 
Revenue

Based on study of current Fidlar counties using Laredo & Tapestry.

Total Projected Annual Tapestry Revenue = $9,595

Laredo Revenue: $49,062.00 



Tapestry 
Revenue: $9,595.00 

Total Projected Remote Service Revenue: $58,657.00 
(This is not guaranteed - it is based on historical averages only.)

If you have any questions regarding this matter please contact me.

Sally Reynolds
517.540.8823



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING OUT-OF-STATE TRAVEL AND TRAINING FOR THREE (3) 
COUNTY EMPLOYEES AT THE 2013 SUNGARD PUBLIC SAFETY & JUSTICE 
CONFERENCE IN NORTH CAROLINA – SHERIFF DEPARTMENT, 9-1-1 CENTRAL 
DISPATCH/EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT, INFRASTRUCTURE & DEVELOPMENT AND 
PIBLIC SAFETY COMMITTEE, FINANCE COMMITTEE, BOARD OF COMMISSIONERS

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Public Safety System (LCPSS) is being revised and updated on a regular 
basis by the developer, SunGard OSSI; and 

WHEREAS, the LCPSS has an administration team composed of representatives from the Sheriff, Information 
Technology, and Central Dispatch Departments responsible for system upgrades, software 
configuration, maintenance, training, and end users; and

WHEREAS, SunGard recommends agency system administrators attend their conferences to receive training, 
gain knowledge and network with other administrators; and 

WHEREAS, in accordance with the County’s Travel Policy, the 9-1-1 Central Dispatch and Sheriff 
Departments request approval from the Board of Commissioners to send Paul Taylor of I.T. and 
Sergeants Robert Hudecek & Jeff Leveque to the 2013 Public Safety and Justice (PS&J) 
Conference for in-service training; and

WHEREAS, the PS&J Conference is being held in Greensboro, North Carolina August 12th through 15th, 2013; 
and

WHEREAS, the costs for conference registration and travel are estimated not to exceed $1,750.00 per attendee; 
and 

WHEREAS, funding for Paul Taylor’s travel and training is available through the 9-1-1 Central Dispatch 
Budget; and

WHEREAS, funding for Sgt. Hudecek’s and Sgt. Leveque’s travel and training is available through the 
Livingston County Sheriff’s training fund.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby approves and

authorizes out-of-state travel for Paul Taylor, Sgt. Bob Hudecek and Sgt. Jeff Leveque to attend the 2013

SUNGARD PS&J Conference in Greensboro, North Carolina August 12th through 15th, 2013.

# # #

MOVED:
SECONDED:
CARRIED:



Memorandum

To: Infrastructure & Development and Public Safety Committee
Finance Committee
Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Donald Arbic

Date: June 24, 2013

Re: 2013 SUNGARD Public Sector Conference

I am requesting approval from the Board of Commissioners for attendance at an out-of-
state conference for three members of Livingston County Public Safety System 
Administration Team.  The conference is the SUNGARD 2013 Public Safety & Justice 
Conference to be conducted August 12th through 15th 2013, in Greensboro, North 
Carolina.

Attendees will be Sergeants LeVeque and Hudecek of the Sheriff Department, and Paul 
Taylor of the I.T. Department.  Funds are available in the 2013 Central Dispatch budget 
to cover Paul Taylor’s travel and attendee costs.  Funds are available in the Sheriff 
Department’s budget to cover the costs of Sergeants’ LeVeque and Hudecek travel and 
attendee fees.  Travel and registration costs are estimated not to exceed $1,750.00 per 
attendee.

I believe this is a good investment for the Livingston County Public Safety System 
Team.

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
911 CENTRAL DISPATCH/

EMERGENCY MANAGEMENT DEPARTMENT

300 S. Highlander Way, Howell, Michigan 48843
Phone 517.546.4620 Fax 517.546.5008

Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE 2013 MARINE SAFETY PROGRAM GRANT WITH 
THE STATE OF MICHIGAN DEPARTMENT OF NATURAL RESOURCES GRANTS, 
CONTRACTS AND CUSTOMER SYSTEMS - SHERIFF DEPARTMENT

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Sheriff Department has determined a need to continue the 
operation of the Marine Safety Program which includes boater safety education, 
waterway patrols, and dive rescue/recovery operations; and 

WHEREAS, the State of Michigan, Department of Natural Resources Grants, Contracts and 
Customer Systems has invited Livingston County to enter a grant agreement to 
financially assist in the operation of the Sheriffs Department Marine Safety Program for 
FY 2013; and 

WHEREAS, for participation in the Marine Safety Grant, Livingston County will be reimbursed up 
to $8,100.00 of the County’s authorized expenditures incurred during the grant period 
of January 1, 2013 to September 30, 2013; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

authorizes the Livingston County Sheriff to enter into agreement for financial assistance 

with the State of Michigan, Department of Natural Resources Grants, Contracts and 

Customer Systems for the term of January 1, 2013 to September 30, 2013.

BE IT FURTHER RESOLVED that the Chair of the Livingston County Board of Commissioners is

authorized to sign all forms, assurances, contracts, agreements, amendments and 

support documents related to the 2013 Marine Safety Program Grant upon review by 

Civil Counsel.

# # #

MOVED:

SECONDED:

CARRIED:



Memorandum

To: Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Lt. Don Jakrzewski

Date: 6/25/2013

Re: Marine Safety Program Grant Agreement

Sheriff Bezotte wishes to continue the Marine Safety Program for 2013 with financial 
assistance offered by the State of Michigan, Department of Natural Resources.  The County 
has participated in this grant opportunity for a number of years.  For the period January 1, 
2013 to September 30, 3013, our maximum reimbursement amount for participation in the 
Marine Safety Grant is $8,100.00. This grant amount has no county match requirement. It 
is the Sheriffs’ intent to maintain a safe recreational environment on the county waterways.

I am requesting that the Marine Safety Grant Agreement be approved allowing the 
Sheriff Department to continue to provide patrols for the county waterways. Thank you for 
your consideration in this matter.       

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
SHERIFF DEPARTMENT 



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING A BUDGET AMENDMENT TO THE 2013 APPROVED 
BUDGET FOR THE SHERIFF DEPARTMENT

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Sheriff’s Department is requesting a budget amendment to the 
2013 approved budget; and

WHEREAS, the Sheriff Department has incurred some unexpected expenses in the training of their 
officers and is requesting the approved amount of expenditures in the training funds for 
the Road Patrol and the Corrections Officers be increased, as there are sufficient funds in 
both accounts to cover the increases; and

WHEREAS, the Sheriff Department is requesting the amount approved to be spent from the State 
Training fund (239.320.957.000) be increased by $5,000 to $17,000 and the revenue
(239.320.697.000) be increased by $5,000 to a total of $19,000, the increase will come 
from the existing account balance; and

WHEREAS,    the Sheriff Department is requesting the amount approved to be spent from the 
Corrections Officers training fund (263.351.957.051) to be increased by $7,500 to 
$22,500 and the revenue (263.000.697.000) be increased by $7,500 to a total of 
$42,158, the increase will come from the existing fund balance; and

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

authorizes and approves the amendment to the 2013 approved budget for the Sheriff 

Department.  

# # #

MOVED:
SECONDED:
CARRIED:



MEMORANDUM

DATE: 6-18-13

TO: Board of Commissioners

FROM: Lt. Eric J. Sanborn 

RE: Budget Amendment for Increasing the 2013 Approved Budget for the Sheriff 
Department’s (2) Training Funds

Due to the unexpected cost and necessity of training our employees, it will be necessary to 
increase the approved amount of expenditures out of our two training funds.  We are requesting 
the State Training Fund (239.320.957.000) amount be increased to $17,000 and the Corrections 
Officers Training Fund (263.351.957.051) be increased to $22,500.  In addition to raising the 
expenditures, we are requesting the revenue line items be raised as well.  The increase in funds 
will come from the budget balance in each respective account.  We are requesting that revenue 
line item 239.320.697.000 be amended to $5,000, making revenues total $19,000 and 
263.000.697.000 be amended to $7,500, making revenues total $42,158.  

There are sufficient funds in both of the accounts to cover the expenditures.  There is 
approximately $7,000 in the 239.320 account and over $14,000 in the 263 fund balance.  There 
are no general fund monies associated with this budget amendment.  This is strictly a procedural 
and an accounting request.

If you have any further questions, feel free to document to contact me.

Lt. Eric J. Sanborn, Assistant Jail Administrator

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF ENTER DEPARTMENT NAME

Enter Address Here
Phone Enter Phone Fax Enter FAX

Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION AUTHORIZING THE SHERIFF’S DEPARTMENT TO FILL ONE (1) FULL 
TIME VACATED CORRECTIONS SERGEANT POSITION 

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Sheriff’s Department has experienced recent changes within their
organization and determined an immediate need to fill a Corrections Sergeant position 
which will become vacant effective 7/13/2013; and

WHEREAS, currently this Corrections Sergeant position is in the approved 2013 budget within the Jail 
Division; and

WHEREAS, in order to ensure the proper supervision, safety and security of our employees, jail 
inmates and the general public, it is imperative that this position be filled as soon as 
possible.

WHEREAS,   per the County's Vacancy Review Policy, if another Corrections Sergeant position should 
become available during the 2013 budget year, it may be filled without first obtaining the 
approval of the Board of Commissioners.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

authorizes and approves the hiring of one (1) full time Corrections Sergeant within the 

Livingston County Sheriff’s Department.

# # #

MOVED:
SECONDED:
CARRIED:



MEMORANDUM

DATE: 6-18-13

TO: Board of Commissioners

FROM: Lt. Eric J. Sanborn 

RE: Filling of (1) Full Time Corrections Sergeant Position

Due to a vacancy of a full time Corrections Sergeant, it is essential to fill this position as soon as 
possible.  Proper supervision is crucial for the Corrections Division for the liability of the 
County, the department and the employees.  For the security of the jail, the inmates, and the 
employees, it is imperative to fill this position immediately.

This position is in the 2013 approved budget for the Sheriff Department in the Jail Division.  The 
exceptions to the hiring freeze documents are attached.

If you have any further questions, feel free to document to contact me.

Lt. Eric J. Sanborn, Assistant Jail Administrator

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF ENTER DEPARTMENT NAME

Enter Address Here
Phone Enter Phone Fax Enter FAX

Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



REQUEST FOR EXCEPTION TO THE HIRING FREEZE

Request Submitted by: Sheriff Robert J. Bezotte

Title of Position to be Filled: Corrections Sergeant Salary: $ 57,311

Annual Cost of Budgeted Position:   (w/ benefits) $ 121,068
Projected Cost for the next five years: (w/ benefits) $ 626,950

New Position/Classification (Yes/No): NO

If No:  Name of Employee Last Occupying this Position: Vicky York

To Temporarily Replace an Employee who is on approved leave of absence:
Name of Employee on Leave:
Date of Expected Return:

When did the position become vacant? 7/13/13

Has sufficient time been given to properly compensate for vacation and/or sick pay-offs to 
insure personnel expenses do not exceed the authorized budget?   Yes – N/A

1. Briefly describe this position and why you believe that it is essential enough to 
warrant an exception to the overall Livingston County hiring freeze. Provide a copy of 
the job description.  Corrections Sergeant responsible for first line supervision 
of employees as well as the safety and security of the Jail

2. Indicate if this is a mandated program/service by citing the act, rule, resolution, order, 
etc. that has necessitated this work.  Also, if mandated, explain what effect this 
program/service has on current operations.  If not mandated, outline the reason(s) for 
the department providing this task/work.  County is Mandated to maintain a Jail

3. Budgeted department head count for the past five years: 

Sergeant Positions:

Jan – 2008 Jan – 2009 Jan – 2010 Jan – 2011 Jan – 2012
5 5 5 5 5

Please explain changes:

4. Does the vacant position for which an exemption is being requested perform 
essential function(s) that cannot be performed with the existing staff resources within 
Livingston County?  Identify all special skills, education and/or licensing requirements 
for the position.

Yes, this is a first line shift supervisor the is essential for reducing liability and 
increasing efficiency in the jail.

5. Recognizing that all Elected Officials/Department Heads are expected to provide 
quality supervision and be creative problem solvers, how could the department 



reassign work and/or personnel to get all essential work of the department done 
without additional hiring?

N/A

6. Specifically list three reasonable options if your request to replace a position is 
denied.

Overtime; closing the older section of our Jail facility; reduction of supervision
on the Road

7.   What are the consequences of deferring the vacant position over the next several 
months and beyond?

Inmate safety; employee safety; increased liability

8. What budget saving measures has this department implemented?  Have additional 
measures been identified?

Staff reduction; fleet reduction; eliminated minimum staffing on the Road 
Patrol; 

9. What position or other costs would you be willing to drop to enable hiring – if that 
becomes necessary to obtain approval for hire?

Since 2005, we have made drastic changes to our organization and 
significantly cut costs.  We believe we are providing the minimum service as 
expected by our citizens.

10. Please provide additional information regarding the staff of this department (i.e. 
organizational charts, workflow chart, staff on leaves from work/job restrictions, 
employee training downtime, etc.) to determine the workforce available for 
accomplishing the necessary tasks/services.

See attached

11. Is the work required by statute to be performed at the County level or can it be    
shared with other Counties?  With local governments?

NO, tasks cannot be shared with other counties or local government.

12.  Explain what services can be provided by others, private sector or non-profit?

NONE

13. Are there other County employees with the skills and knowledge that can be 
transferred from another department thereby shifting the vacancy to another 
department where the position will not be filled?

YES, as long as they comply with our hiring protocol

14. Has the use of temporary employees been evaluated to handle the work?  Please 
provide explanation(s).

No, tasks are cyclical

15. Has the use of part-time (less than 30 hours) employees been evaluated for 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness to accomplish the work?  Please provide 
explanation(s).



N/A

16. Has current staff been working overtime and, if so, how much is currently being 
worked or how much is planned to be worked per week (on the average)?

We have significantly reduced the amount of overtime to cover shifts.  

17. Has cross-trained staff been fully utilized to maximize the output of existing staff?  
Please provide explanation(s).

N/A 



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FILLING OF A VACANT PART-TIME DEPUTY POSITION 
IN THE LIVINGSTON COUNTY JAIL

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Sheriff- Jail has a need to fill a vacant part-time deputy for the 
Inmate Work program; and

WHEREAS, the work program benefits the county by having services and manual labor performed by 
inmates sentenced in the county jail, thereby reducing some costs to the county for 
having the needed services performed; and additionally benefits the county by reducing 
the length of sentences for those inmates who participate in the program; and

WHEREAS, the Livingston County Sheriff- Jail requests the authorization to fill the vacant part-time 
female deputy to provide supervision to the female inmates who participate in the work 
program,

WHEREAS, funding for the position is in the approved 2013 budget for the Livingston County Sheriff 
Department, Jail Division;

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

authorizes the filling of a part-time inmate work deputy in the Livingston County Sheriff-

Jail Department.  

# # #

MOVED:
SECONDED:
CARRIED:



MEMORANDUM

DATE: 6-18-13

TO: Board of Commissioners

FROM: Lt. Eric J. Sanborn 

RE: Filling of (1) Part Time Corrections Officer for the Inmate Work Program

The Livingston County Sheriff Department has had an inmate work program, which has been in 
operation since 2007. Initially the program had two 20 hours deputy that supervised both male 
and female inmates who participated in the program. 

In 2009, one of the positions was vacated. In 2012, the female position was reestablished 
(Resolution #2012-08-233); it was subsequently filled with a female deputy.  That deputy has 
since resigned, thus the need to fill this vacancy.  

We are requesting to fill a vacant inmate work deputy position. Upon approval, this position will 
be filled with a female deputy to utilize female inmates in the work program. 

If you have any questions regarding this matter please contact me.

Lt. Eric J. Sanborn, Assistant Jail Administrator

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF ENTER DEPARTMENT NAME

Enter Address Here
Phone Enter Phone Fax Enter FAX

Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



REQUEST FOR EXCEPTION TO THE HIRING FREEZE

Request Submitted by: Sheriff Robert J. Bezotte

Title of Position to be Filled:  P/T Deputy – Inmate Work Program  Salary: $ 15,600

Annual Cost of Budgeted Position:   (w/ benefits) $ 17,264
Projected Cost for the next five years: (w/ benefits) $ 90,636

New Position/Classification (Yes/No): NO

If No:  Name of Employee Last Occupying this Position: Jayme Halboth

To Temporarily Replace an Employee who is on approved leave of absence:
Name of Employee on Leave:
Date of Expected Return:

When did the position become vacant? 4/30/13

Has sufficient time been given to properly compensate for vacation and/or sick pay-offs to 
insure personnel expenses do not exceed the authorized budget?   Yes – N/A

1. Briefly describe this position and why you believe that it is essential enough to 
warrant an exception to the overall Livingston County hiring freeze. Provide a copy of 
the job description.  Corrections Officer responsible for safety and security of
the inmates participating in the inmate work program

2. Indicate if this is a mandated program/service by citing the act, rule, resolution, order, 
etc. that has necessitated this work.  Also, if mandated, explain what effect this 
program/service has on current operations.  If not mandated, outline the reason(s) for 
the department providing this task/work.  It is not mandated but we do offer the 
program to male, so must offer it to females.  It helps the County of set budget 
and reduces bed days in the jail.

3. Budgeted department head count for the past five years: 

Deputy Positions:

Jan – 2009 Jan – 2010 Jan – 2011 Jan – 2012 Jan – 2013
2 1 1   1 2

Please explain changes:

Position was eliminated and reestablished in 2012.

4. Does the vacant position for which an exemption is being requested perform 
essential function(s) that cannot be performed with the existing staff resources within 
Livingston County?  Identify all special skills, education and/or licensing requirements 
for the position.

No, we are already operating below MDOC Standards.



5. Recognizing that all Elected Officials/Department Heads are expected to provide 
quality supervision and be creative problem solvers, how could the department 
reassign work and/or personnel to get all essential work of the department done 
without additional hiring?

N/A

6. Specifically list three reasonable options if your request to replace a position is 
denied.

Overtime; closing the older section of our Jail facility; reduction in coverage on 
the Road

7.   What are the consequences of deferring the vacant position over the next several 
months and beyond?

Inmate safety; employee safety; increased liability

8. What budget saving measures has this department implemented?  Have additional 
measures been identified?

Staff reduction; fleet reduction; eliminated minimum staffing on the Road 
Patrol; 

9. What position or other costs would you be willing to drop to enable hiring – if that 
becomes necessary to obtain approval for hire?

Since 2005, we have made drastic changes to our organization and 
significantly cut costs.  We believe we are providing the minimum service as 
expected by our citizens.

10. Please provide additional information regarding the staff of this department (i.e. 
organizational charts, workflow chart, staff on leaves from work/job restrictions, 
employee training downtime, etc.) to determine the workforce available for 
accomplishing the necessary tasks/services.

See attached

11. Is the work required by statute to be performed at the County level or can it be    
shared with other Counties?  With local governments?

NO, tasks cannot be shared with other counties or local government.

12.  Explain what services can be provided by others, private sector or non-profit?

NONE

13. Are there other County employees with the skills and knowledge that can be 
transferred from another department thereby shifting the vacancy to another 
department where the position will not be filled?

YES, as long as they comply with our hiring protocol

14. Has the use of temporary employees been evaluated to handle the work?  Please 
provide explanation(s).

No, tasks are cyclical



15. Has the use of part-time (less than 30 hours) employees been evaluated for 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness to accomplish the work?  Please provide 
explanation(s).

N/A

16. Has current staff been working overtime and, if so, how much is currently being 
worked or how much is planned to be worked per week (on the average)?

We have significantly reduced the amount of overtime to cover shifts.  

17. Has cross-trained staff been fully utilized to maximize the output of existing staff?  
Please provide explanation(s).

N/A 



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE:

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FILLING OF TWO FULL TIME DEPUTY COURT CLERK 
POSITIONS IN THE 53RD DISTRICT COURT, AND THE SUBSEQUENT FILLING OF TWO 
PART-TIME DEPUTY COURT CLERK POSITIONS

WHEREAS, the 53RD District Court has a need to replace two full-time deputy court clerks due to  

vacancies (one retirement and one promotion to Probation Officer); and

WHEREAS, for purposes of continuity, the 53rd District Court would continue to function efficiently if 

the filling of these positions are granted; and

WHEREAS, if these positions are granted, it would be filled by a now part-time deputy clerk; thus 

creating the need to fill two 20 hour per week deputy clerk positions; and

WHEREAS, funding for same is available in the 53rd District Court budget; and

WHEREAS, this Resolution has been recommended for approval by the Finance Committee.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

approves the filling of two full-time deputy court clerk positions; and the subsequent 

filling of two part-time deputy court clerk positions in the 53rd District Court. 

CURRENT POSITIONS

REQUESTED POSITIONS

POSITION TITLE
FULL -TIME 

#
PART -TIME 

# POSITION TITLE
FULL -TIME 

#
PART -TIME 

#

Judges 3 Judges 3
Court Administrator 1 Court Administrator 1
Magistrate 1 Magistrate 1
Chief Deputy Clerk 1 Chief Deputy Clerk 1
Chief Probation Officer 1 Chief Probation Officer 1
Chief Account Clerk 1 Chief Account Clerk 1
Account Clerk 1 Account Clerk 1
Law Clerk 2 Law Clerk 2
Court Recorder/Jud Secry 3 Court Recorder/Jud Secry 3
Division Leader - Clerical 2 Division Leader - Clerical 2
Probation Officers 4 Probation Officers 4
Deputy Clerks 12 6 Deputy Clerks 12 6

TOTALS: 30 8 TOTALS: 30 8

# # #
MOVED:        
SECONDED:  
CARRIED:      



Memorandum

To: Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Debra Kubitskey, 53rd District Court

Date: 5/20/2013

Re: Resolution to replace 2 full time clerical positions

Kathy Were has been a full time District Court Clerk since July 2000, and has submitted her 
letter of retirement effective June 14, 2013.  She is currently assigned to the Brighton District 
Court.  Emily Eggleston has been a full time District Court Clerk since April 2012.  She was 
recently promoted to the position of District Court Probation Officer due to the retirement of 
Ann Groth.  We are very excited for the new opportunities that these changes provide our staff, 
however, it is essential to court operations that these two full time clerk positions be filled.  

Both of these positions are full time Deputy Court Clerks and are part of the MAPE collective 
bargaining agreement.  Notice to local MAPE union members will be posted of this vacancy. 

The monies for these positions are provided for in the current District Court budget.  We would 
appreciate your support of this proposed resolution.

If you have any questions regarding this matter please contact me.

Regards –
Debra Kubitskey
District Court Administrator

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF 53RD DISTRICT COURT

204 S. Highlander Way, Ste. 1
Howell, MI 48843

     Phone 517-540-7637     Fax 517-548-9445
Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



REQUEST FOR EXCEPTION TO THE HIRING FREEZE

Request Submitted by:  Debra Kubitskey   

Title of Position to be Filled: Deputy court clerk (2 positions open)         Salary: $27,757
 (each)

Annual Cost of Budgeted Position: $43,631 Projected Cost for the next five years:
$147,393 salary plus benefits (each)

New Position/Classification (Yes/No):
If No:  Name of Employee Last Occupying this Position

Kathy Were (retirement) & Emily Eggleston (promotion)

To Temporarily Replace an Employee who is on approved leave of absence:
Name of Employee on Leave:
Date of Expected Return:

When did the position become vacant? Will become vacant 06/1/2013 & June 14, 2013. 

Has sufficient time been given to properly compensate for vacation and/or sick pay-offs to 
insure personnel expenses do not exceed the authorized budget?
Yes.  

1.  Briefly describe this position and why you believe that it is essential enough to warrant 
an exception to the overall Livingston County hiring freeze. Provide a copy of the job 
description.

This position provides primary support for the legal and program services of the Court, 
specifically supporting the activities of the judges, the magistrate and the public.  Duties 
include processing court filings, preparing dockets, data entry of information mandated by 
statute and court rule, answering phones, assisting the public and performing other court 
related duties. The position performs the same functions as other court support staff, with 
different emphasis at times.

It is essential that this position be filled for a number of reasons. First, delays in 
processing filings and scheduling court hearings will likely occur if workloads must be shifted to 
the remaining support staff.  If this occurs, the Court assumes substantial risk of being in violation 
of statute and court rule requirements for scheduling and processing cases within defined time 
frames.  Second, the administrative support the position provides is critical to all departments 
within the court, as well as the public service provided.  The court’s service to the public would be 
impacted as well as the timely processing of cases.    

 2.  Indicate if this is a mandated program/service by citing the act, rule, resolution, order, 
etc. that has necessitated this work.  Also, if mandated, explain what effect this 
program/service has on current operations.  If not mandated, outline the reason(s) for 
the department providing this task/work.



Vacancy Review Policy
Page 2 of 4

This position is not mandated.   However, it supports the statutory and court rule 
mandated functions of the Court, primarily the required duties of the judges and 
magistrate.   Without the support of this position, substantial additional burden would 
be placed on other staff to continue meeting statutory and court rule mandates.

 3.   Budgeted department head count for the past five years:  
2008:  35 full time, 2009: 35 full time, 2010: 31 full time; 6 part-time; 2011: 31 full 
time; 6 part-time: 2012: 30 full time, 6 part time. 

Please explain changes:

Due to budget cuts, the District Court did not fill a full time-law clerk in 2008. In 2012, we 
combined two supervisory positions to form one Division Leader position.  In subsequent 
years, when a full-time position became vacant, we filled it with two part-time people.

 4.  Does the vacant position(s) for which an exemption is being requested perform 
essential function(s) that cannot be performed with the existing staff resources within 
Livingston County?  Identify all special skills, education and/or licensing requirements 
for the position.

This position requires specialized skills, including customer service skills, detail oriented 
data entry, as well as the ability to work well individually or in a group setting.  In 
addition, they must have general clerical and office support skills, which are not available 
through staff in other County positions.  A knowledge of court processes, including an  
understanding of statues and court rules  that govern Court operations is necessary to be 
able to perform daily functions.  The ability to assist customers with complex questions or 
who are upset about their situation is essential to the effectiveness of the person in this 
position.

5.  Recognizing that all Elected Officials/Department Heads are expected to provide 
quality supervision and be creative problem solvers, how could the department 
reassign work and/or personnel to get all essential work of the department done 
without additional hiring?

Staff has taken on additional duties to those defined in their job descriptions on 
request.   These changes have occurred without seeking to amend job descriptions 
or seeking increases in staff pay.  Additionally, workload analysis is conducted to 
ensure that there is an even distribution of work.   Staff capacity, based on factors 
such as demonstrated ability to manage complex tasks, change in educational 
background, and other individualized factors, is evaluated to determine the most 
efficient ways of assigning work short of requesting hiring for new positions.

6. Specifically list three reasonable options if your request to replace a position is 
denied.

A..  Distribute the work of the positions among remaining staff and obtain a budget 
amendment to cover anticipated overtime and other costs.  This option is unlikely to 
have a positive impact on court services and county fiscal issues.  Service to the 
public will be negatively impacted as staff will not be able to cover public inquiries 
and processing of court files and proceedings. Costs will increase for overtime. In 
addition, positions will have to be re-evaluated for change in classification and/or pay 
to compensate for assumption of additional or new duties.



Vacancy Review Policy
Page 3 of 4

7.   What are the consequences of deferring the vacant position over the next several 
months and beyond?

See above

8.  What budget saving measures has this department implemented?  Have additional 
measures been identified?  

The District Court has implemented many budget saving measures in the past; voluntarily 
retiring the position of a full-time law clerk, reducing full –time employees to part time,
using technology to improve processes,  etc.

9.  What position or other costs would you be willing to drop to enable hiring – if that 
becomes necessary to obtain approval for hire?

The District Court has taken, and adjusted to, significant budget cuts which have 
hindered its ability to effectively deliver services.   The Court by nature is a reactive entity.  
It must use resources to meet demands of its caseload. This Court has always been 
conservative in managing its budget in all areas.

10.  Please provide additional information regarding the staff of this department (i.e. 
organizational charts, workflow chart, staff on leaves from work/job restrictions, 
employee training downtime, etc.) to determine the workforce available for
accomplishing the necessary tasks/services. 

See attached organizational chart

11. Is the work required by statute to be performed at the County level or can it be    
shared with other Counties?  With local governments?

The work performed by this position is assigned under the general supervision of the 
Chief Judge of Livingston County.  The work supports the statutory and court rule 
required duties of the Court, which are required of all district courts throughout Michigan.  
The specialized nature of the work to the Court makes it impossible to share with other 
counties or local governmental units.

12.  Explain what services can be provided by others, private sector or non-profit?

Not applicable for this position.

13. Are there other County employees with the skills and knowledge that can be 
transferred from another department thereby shifting the vacancy to another 
department where the position will not be filled?

No.



Vacancy Review Policy
Page 4 of 4

14. Has the use of temporary employees been evaluated to handle the work?  Please 
provide explanation(s).

No, it is not possible to use temporary employees to complete the work.  The work is 
ongoing and is not of a temporary nature. In addition, the position requires a background 
check for LEIN purposes since this position has access to confidential information. 

15.  Has the use of part-time (less than 30 hours) employees been evaluated for 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness to accomplish the work?  Please provide 
explanation(s).

We are currently using part time employees in the district court for the clerical staff. We 
currently have 4 part time clerical staff, however, would have difficulty adding more part 
time employees. Providing coverage at two court locations would be difficult with 
additional part time employees. The work requires continuity of workflow, and the ability 
to provide back-up to other support staff in a quick, seamless way. Setting primary duties 
aside or shifting between multiple part-time staff increases the risk of error and loss of 
continuity in dealing with attorneys, agencies and the public served by the Court.

16.  Has current staff been working overtime and, if so, how much is currently being 
worked or how much is planned to be worked per week (on the average)?  

Overtime is not currently a necessity.  If the position is not re-filled, there will be extensive 
overtime required on the part of the other support staff to keep up with the demands of 
the court’s workload.

17.  Has cross-trained staff been fully utilized to maximize the output of existing staff?  
Please provide explanation(s).

Yes.  Support staff have a number of duties that require them to cover for each 
other on a daily basis.   



RESOLUTION NO:

LIVINGSTON COUNTY DATE: June 3, 2013

RESOLUTION APPROVING THE FILLING OF THREE FULL TIME LAW CLERK 
POSITIONS IN THE 53RD DISTRICT COURT, 

WHEREAS, the 53RD District Court has a need to replace three full time law clerks due to the 

resignation of a law clerk and promotion to a full time position of the other; and

WHEREAS, for purposes of continuity, the 53rd District Court would continue to function efficiently if 

the filling of these positions are granted; and

WHEREAS, partial funding for same is available in the 53rd District Court budget; and

WHEREAS, this Resolution has been recommended for approval by the Finance Committee.

THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED that the Livingston County Board of Commissioners hereby 

approves the filling of three full time law clerk positions in the 53rd District Court. 

CURRENT POSITIONS

REQUESTED POSITIONS

POSITION TITLE
FULL -TIME 

#
PART -TIME 

# POSITION TITLE
FULL -TIME 

#
PART -TIME 

#

Judges 3 Judges 3
Court Administrator 1 Court Administrator 1
Magistrate 1 Magistrate 1
Chief Deputy Clerk 1 Chief Deputy Clerk 1
Chief Probation Officer 1 Chief Probation Officer 1
Chief Account Clerk 1 Chief Account Clerk 1
Account Clerk 1 Account Clerk 1
Law Clerk 2 Law Clerk 3
Court Recorder/Jud Secry 3 Court Recorder/Jud Secry 3
Division Leader - Clerical 2 Division Leader - Clerical 2
Probation Officers 4 Probation Officers 4
Deputy Clerks 12 6 Deputy Clerks 12 6

TOTALS: 30 8 TOTALS: 33 6

# # #
MOVED:        
SECONDED: 
CARRIED:      



Memorandum

To: Livingston County Board of Commissioners

From: Debra Kubitskey, 53rd District Court

Date: 6/3/2013

Re: Resolution to fill three full time law clerk positions

Eric Styles has been a law clerk serving the 53rd District Court for approximately 1½ years.   He 
was recently notified that he passed the State of Michigan Bar exam and subsequently was sworn 
into the BAR.  Shortly thereafter, he received notification from the Marine Corp that he is being 
assigned to an internship at the Pentagon, and after completion of that will be assigned to the 
JAG Corp in Virginia.  We are very proud of his commitment to our country; however, he has 
submitted his letter of resignation with the 53rd District Court, effective June 5, 2013.  We are 
asking that his position of law clerk be filled with a full time position.  

Chris Thompson has been a law clerk serving the 53rd District Court for approximately 1 ½ years 
also.  He was recently offered, and accepted the position of Referee at Friend of the Court for 
Livingston County, which is a full time position.  He will be starting that position July 8, 2013. 

The money for these positions are partially provided for in the current District Court budget.  We 
would appreciate your support of this proposed resolution.

If you have any questions regarding this matter please feel free to contact me at your earliest 
convenience. 

Regards –
Debra Kubitskey
District Court Administrator

LIVINGSTON COUNTY, MICHIGAN
DEPARTMENT OF 53RD DISTRICT COURT

204 S. Highlander Way, Ste. 1
Howell, MI 48843

     Phone 517-540-7637     Fax 517-548-9445
Web Site: co.livingston.mi.us



REQUEST FOR EXCEPTION TO THE HIRING FREEZE

Request Submitted by:  Debra Kubitskey   

Title of Position to be Filled: Full time Law Clerk Salary: $35,946.90 starting
3 positions

Annual Cost of Budgeted Position: $50,000-60,000 Projected Cost for the next five 
years: $232,829.597 for each 
position plus benefits

New Position/Classification (Yes/No): No
If No:  Name of Employee Last Occupying this Position

Eric Styles and Chris Thompson

To Temporarily Replace an Employee who is on approved leave of absence: N/A
Name of Employee on Leave:
Date of Expected Return:

When did the position become vacant? June 5, 2013 and July 8, 2013 respectively

Has sufficient time been given to properly compensate for vacation and/or sick pay-offs to 
insure personnel expenses do not exceed the authorized budget?
N/A

1.  Briefly describe this position and why you believe that it is essential enough to warrant 
an exception to the overall Livingston County hiring freeze. Provide a copy of the job 
description.

This position is vital to the assigned District Court Judge, specifically supporting the 
activities and the docket of the judge. Primary duties include legal research on pending or 
outstanding cases, case management, assistance in docket flow, assistance in legal
correspondence, assist judge with daily operations of office, and serve as back up court 
recorder.   

It is essential that these positions be filled for a number of reasons. This position provides 
essential assistance to the judge in organizing their office and docket by scheduling 
meetings and cases, responding to phone calls, case flow management, communication 
with parties and reviewing files.  In addition, this position provides primary legal research 
duties for the judge as well as prepares legal opinions for the Judge’s review.  

 2.  Indicate if this is a mandated program/service by citing the act, rule, resolution, order, 
etc. that has necessitated this work.  Also, if mandated, explain what effect this 
program/service has on current operations.  If not mandated, outline the reason(s) for 
the department providing this task/work.

This position is not mandated.   However, the assistance that this position provides to the 
Judge is invaluable.   Without the support of this position, substantial additional 
burden would be placed on other staff (clerical) to continue meeting statutory and 
court rule mandates.



Vacancy Review Policy
Page 2 of 4

 3.   Budgeted department head count for the past five years:  
 2008:  35 full time, 2009: 35 full time, 2010: 31 full time; 6 part-time; 2011: 31 full 
time; 6 part-time, 2012: 30 full time, 8 part time. 

Please explain changes:

In 2012, we had several retirements, including a Division Leader of the Traffic 
department.  We eliminate that position and converted it to a regular clerical position.  We 
merged the Traffic Division leader with the Criminal Division leader to become one
supervisory position. In addition, in the recent past, we have converted 3 full time 
positions to part time positions (one law clerk, 2 clerical).  In 2008, we voluntarily 
eliminated 2 positions. 

 4.  Does the vacant position for which an exemption is being requested perform essential 
function(s) that cannot be performed with the existing staff resources within 
Livingston County?  Identify all special skills, education and/or licensing requirements 
for the position.

This position requires specialized skills and a minimum education requirement of a 
Bachelor’s degree. Most candidates in this position are advanced law school students or 
members of the State Bar of Michigan.  This position requires specialized legal skills 
including: research, reasoning, composition of legal documents, interpretation of legal 
documents, ability to interpret and understand complex cases and issues.  In addition, 
the ability to work well with others and communicate verbally and in writing is essential. 

5.  Recognizing that all Elected Officials/Department Heads are expected to provide 
quality supervision and be creative problem solvers, how could the department 
reassign work and/or personnel to get all essential work of the department done 
without additional hiring?

Due to the specialized legal nature of the law clerk position, reassignment of 
essential work would be complex. Although some organizational work could 
potentially be reassigned, the legal research and legal writing skills are limited to 
those individuals with legal backgrounds.  In addition, staff has taken on additional 
duties to those defined in their job descriptions on request.  These changes have 
occurred without seeking to amend job descriptions or seeking increases in staff pay.  
Additionally, workload analysis is conducted to ensure that there is an even 
distribution of work.  Staff capacity, based on factors such as demonstrated ability to 
manage complex tasks, change in educational background, and other individualized 
factors, is evaluated to determine the most efficient ways of assigning work short of 
requesting hiring for new positions.

6. Specifically list three reasonable options if your request to replace a position is 
denied.

1. Distribute some of the work of the position among remaining staff and obtain a 
budget amendment to cover anticipated overtime and other costs.  This option is 
unlikely to have a positive impact on court services and county fiscal issues.  Service 
to court customers will be negatively impacted as staff will not be able to cover public 
inquiries and processing of court files and proceedings. Costs will increase for 
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overtime.  In addition, positions will have to be re-evaluated for change in 
classification and/or pay to compensate for assumption of additional or new duties.

2. Evaluate the advisability of converting the position to contractual basis.  This option 
would reduce the financial commitment for the position; however, it would make 
recruitment for the position more difficult.  

3. Leaving the position vacant would have a similar impact as option 1, as this would 
cause unnecessary case delays and service to the public will be negatively impacted. 

7.   What are the consequences of deferring the vacant position over the next several 
months and beyond?

Leaving the position vacant over any extended period of time would result in a 
negative impact on public services and case processing.  This position provides legal 
research to the judge and writes legal opinions for the judge, which are necessary 
functions to keep the complex cases moving in a timely manner.  

8.  What budget saving measures has this department implemented?  Have additional 
measures been identified?  

The District Court has implemented many budget saving measures in the past including   
reducing full time employees to part time, combining positions through attrition (i.e. 
Traffic/Criminal Supervisor position), use of interns and elimination of other positions, 
including one law clerk. In addition, we continually evaluate our needs and services to 
secure appropriately priced product and services within our budget. 

9.  What position or other costs would you be willing to drop to enable hiring – if that 
becomes necessary to obtain approval for hire?

The District Court has taken significant budget cuts, which have hindered its ability to 
effectively deliver services. The Court by nature is a reactive entity based on the 
demands of its caseload.  It must use resources to meet demands of its current caseload. 
Given the cuts already made and the Court’s current staffing level, it is impossible to 
identify any additional areas where cuts can be made. 

10.  Please provide additional information regarding the staff of this department (i.e. 
organizational charts, workflow chart, staff on leaves from work/job restrictions, 
employee training downtime, etc.) to determine the workforce available for 
accomplishing the necessary tasks/services. 

See attached organizational chart

11. Is the work required by statute to be performed at the County level or can it be    
shared with other Counties?  With local governments?

The work performed by this position is assigned under the general supervision of the  
Judges  of the 53rd District Court, Livingston County.  The work supports the statutory and 
court rule required duties of the Judge, which are required of all district courts throughout 
Michigan.  The specialized nature of the work to the Court makes it impossible to share 
with other counties or local governmental units.
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12.  Explain what services can be provided by others, private sector or non-profit?

Not applicable for this position.

13. Are there other County employees with the skills and knowledge that can be 
transferred from another department thereby shifting the vacancy to another 
department where the position will not be filled?

No.

14. Has the use of temporary employees been evaluated to handle the work?  Please 
provide explanation(s).

No, it is not possible to use temporary employees to complete the work.  The work is 
ongoing and is not of a temporary nature. Due to the specialized legal nature of the work, 
it would be difficult to invest in continued training of temporary employees. 

15.  Has the use of part-time (less than 30 hours) employees been evaluated for 
feasibility and cost-effectiveness to accomplish the work?  Please provide 
explanation(s).

This position was originally a full time position which was converted several years ago to 
two part time positions due to budget constraints. Unfortunately, both of the part time 
positions have become vacant at the same time. 

16.  Has current staff been working overtime and, if so, how much is currently being 
worked or how much is planned to be worked per week (on the average)?  

Overtime is not currently a necessity. 

17.  Has cross-trained staff been fully utilized to maximize the output of existing staff?  
Please provide explanation(s).

It is difficult to cross train staff to perform legal research and legal correspondence. 
These skills are learned through continued education, and specifically law school.  Due to 
the educational requirements and duties of this position, it can only be covered by other 
law clerks.


